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Abstract 
Title of thesis: Joyce's "A Little Cloud" 
Name: Thomas Maher Gillj~n~ I!! 
\ • . I 
Thesis Directed By: James R. Frakes, Professor of English 
Although criticism of Joyce's work has reached 
mammoth proportions, not enough has been ,~itte~ about 
Dubll
. ne11 S . Y"l rreneral and T"\_~ ,--~~·r-,t· i C' 1 l ~-r1~, n1"1. 7.-; i·t· 1 P C_1_ OUd. 8 l .L l. 1-") - ' L"~ - ,, ... ~ ,~1. - (....... ,.,) .. .-.J .... V . ... ..... 
The story was written J. ll St nr i Or t·~. Q II rl~' l::._ P.LJ -. , f" .. ~ ,..; u 
... l_...,, . .. .. ... -~..., ~---="" , .... .,,. U.-_ I ... 
virtually universally accepted as Joyce I s f i. nest short 
story, and is marlced by the sane r:.chncss of purpose 
and mature style so much ;::-;.ch::irerJ ~:', the later work. 
U f t t 1 h ~ 'r ' • L • ·~ •. • "t n Or Una e Y muc 0 .... - - 1c .... ecc1 .... ·· er·~·-, c') 1: ·--~) •· -.,,,.~ "), •
1 , 1 . . l l., 1 .. . ... ~ L, .;.. v .- j c • ..._ , , . (, .. ,. t., t; _ ,, , .. ~ 11as 
dealt with possible symboJ.i c pat terns ir: Jc: bl.>:, :'::, ;, Ti 
···.i •• 
an attempt to link Joyce•s l . . . . . . < • • t C. a ..,.... ., \ r c!:l r •l,~ ,, ~ t, 1: C ··~. (~, ~ . I .. .. ., ' • '. • . t'. n 
...., ........ '-·' -. .-.. ~ . ,- y I/ .. ·-. ... '\., ..... ,. ., I t --~ l\tlP' 
the later methods employed in Cl vs ::;c:s ,::,:-_,:'. :,, : .,, .,., ·--.. ''-".} r r'" '-1/ake ~ -· _, ..,. ~·. • * ~.-....... ~ i.-- .._ .it ~ V .,.. . • 
t t 
As a result, we tend to forget 
work on a naturalistic level: the symbolism, if any 
exists, must serve to enhance the ~aturalistic 
interpretation. Thus, an extensive read i.nc; of the story 
itself is required. 
"A Little Cloud" can best be read as a three-part 
characterization of Little Chandler. He is introduced 
to us, in the first part of the story, as a 
punctilious clerk with esthetic yearnings. 
iv 
i10\•1ever, we 
,__ 
. .. 
c. 
V 
are exposed, also, to a deep inner nature which allows 
him to walk dark streets at nic;ht and seek out 1,otct::~.ial 
danger. This inner na tu.re surfaces in vari ot1s 1)arr.s 
.. 
of the story, in marked contrast to Little Chandler's 
"normal" personality. Distt1rbecl . . n 1 ,,..,. 
.... ~-... w 
Gallaher, Chandler becomes deeply dissat~sf'i.ed with 
his relatively harmonious ho~e-life, and, in a fit of 
paranoia, his in_YJ.er natltr·e tal:es co~:r:1ete co?1trol. 
Hl
. s shout of 11 stop 11 returns h1· "T). ~L,o ~~:l. ~ r,o~-")1 .. ~f·:·t···e-
... .. . l,, ;. • . ,:;, ". "" ... ,\..,, ... .., "'-' 'v .. .. J 
and in a moment of awareness, severely lir:iitcd by his 
thl
. rty-two years 1· n Duel 1 )1 Cl1 f"") ·,· ,-l 1 r, ,.... r. ce·· r- t· .,, ,-,. 1 ; t ..... 1 e,,ess 
1 , .• ,~, .... L ... ~.l.~.-· .. , .. v . .. :;; •• ...,. .- .. ~, l,.,.., 111t 
of his own nature. 
the Byron poem v1hich he ,•10llld. love to errru.12.tc i.s E:. 
piece of juvenilia, ur.t-rorthy even of adr:·.!:r;1.tton-. And, 
thus, Little Chandler's e:r..trapr:.c!".t ls ce:~':;'~!:; he 
cannot break free from the intellectually sttfli~g 
Dublin, because he has been so conditior.ed by his 
no longer 
understand the nature of its trun • 
.. , 
The fact that "A Little Cloud" is the eighth and 
central story i11 Dl1bliners is sit:,ni.ficant. In each of 
the seven previous stories, the r::a~i: c!-.ar:1cter is 
aware of the trap in i·1hich l1e is er:sr1arerl. 
"A Little Cloud, 11 no character but Gabriel Conroy will 
recognize the trap. Gabri cl, created jt1st af~ter Little 
Chandler, and sharing his esthetic nature, 
-~· 
l 
I 
' 1 
l 
I 
f 
I 
f 
r 
l 
r . 
! 
! 
, 
vi 
Joyce's contention that entrap~ent by the intellectually 
stagnant Dublin is not ir1e,,i. t(:.ble, 
reader for the continuation of the of 
the artist to society in A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man. 
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Chapter I 
The abundance of critical material concerning an 
author of Joyce's reputation never ceases to be 
staggering, and yet the sensation one receives when 
faced with such a volumi.nous outpL:t r:~trst t)e very similar 
to that received by an explorer on the moon: 
in that vast expa.nse of dull, grey, homogeneous rocks, 
there is probably somethin[~ of r:rca t. value \•1t1i ch r.1t1st 
isolated for further study. 
this sensation, myself, when I began, near 1 :r a 
,,...... 
.,,., ~ 
• p c· l , Y"li rr . .. ··~· . .• *•e 
·vcar ... 
ago, to attempt to isolate frorn tl1e e:(r'~t~·'.!:c o:· ~:o~rce Crl. t_i c1· sm those few arti· cles and bookr- , .. , .. : c}"' ,,,o· · ·i ,,,.~ •· .,.....l'lY .. ~""") 't t· • ! .~. ', iii ti ' • - . t t ......... \,, ~ :;,_.J' • ' ~ . .· illuminate 11 A Little Cloudu; references to the story 
are commonly buri·ed \-Ii thin the lare:er scope of articles 
or books dealing with Dubliners in general. 
indeed, are those articles which d.eal with "A Little Cloud II thoroughly and exhatJ.st i vely, with an e~re to1ti8r,d 
its significance not only to the rest of Dl._,.·c<l: t.Cl'S but 
to the rest of the Joyce canon, whose tl-i.emes t t c!ct1oes 
and, sometimes, introduces. In the light of the 
abundance of critical material dirc:ctl:l concerned with 
other parts of that canon, one must stop ancl reflc:ct on, 
even wonder at, the shortage of material directly 
1 
;;:, 
-' 
2 
relevant to 11 A Little Cloud." As we can readilv see ...,_ 
by looking at the critic ism of Joyce I s lor~r:f:~~ L1r.ci ::-:ore 
complex works, there is no shortage of critics who are 
willing, and quite able, to ma1·:e 
by attempting to explain a piece of literc:.t·_;_y~c· ·,,;(-::~c:~ ls 
too difficult for them; Dubliners has ~oeer1 v·isi.teci by 
such critics but not in great r1t1r:~bers. The Qtl.estior;., 
Wh is there such a shor·ta e of le::::·ti:"/ er"': t ~ ct11 ~~aterial? is important. I think the stor)' 
-· a-~ t ,l.c't•J \ .. _ . __ ) ~ 
critics; there is not enough to it. It can eas i l:,r be 
encapsulated wi tt1 the rest of Dt1.1Jl i r1cr's or as a J:-9.r·t of 
the "section dealing with maturi.ty, 11 
in a sentence or two. I, obviously, do not a~ree that 
the story can be done away with in a few sentences, 
nor do I think it should be. u A Little Clo·;,c:t 11 i s a 
complex, artistic story, written late in Jo:1ce•s short-
story career and interesting, astde from its intrinsic interest, because of what it foreshadows. 
will deal with "A Little Cloud" in depth, 1 0 0 '(' i ": r-r. •"' :. ,..,, S· ·t J ... """' ,.. .. ' . :tit· 
..,, • 
at the critical material in general and then at ti1.e 
' story itself. It will conclude \a;·itri a cl:sc:;ssion of the important but often overlooked quest:i.or1s 
significance of the story in relation to Dubltners a.nd to Joyce•s subsequent work. 
what· has gone before, at the critics, bot:·1 i l luminat1ng 
i . 
t 
' 
1 
I 
.and enshrouding. 
Perhaps it is best to begin under the shroud and progress to greater clarity, altr1ough the a\•1arding of the prominent first position to as unconvir.cin;! an article as ''First Flight to Ithaca: of Joyce's Dubliners, 11 seems almost sacrilegious. ,.._.,, According to Levin and Shattt1c1-:, DlJ.~Dl~t:ers, e'.ren more closely than Ul:ys ses, follows t11e ad ,,s~~:t~ ·.: :~'t?~ !3 of in Homer's Odyssey. 0 A Little Clot1d. 11 r.x:1ra.l lc: ls .. Aeolus episode of Ulysses: t1Aeol11s t}1e \•1ind-l<:ing is Gallaher... • Gallaher is loud-'101 cod, ha i.1-fel low, backslapping,gusty, domineering -- E1.ll implic:"tl;y· Aeolian qualities." 1 Little Chandler, i.s left to assume the role of Odysseus and, ine):plicabl~r, a second role simultaneously: 11 0dysseus, 
is Chandler seeking literary assistance from Gallar1er... • Both are timid and embarrassed i21 the si t11ation and soft-voiced in their beseeching"; but :l'"'Ll"'."o· u. >.,) • "Chandler is of course the ·1little cloudr of tl1e title, blo\•;2~ about by Gallaher•s whim, and the title is thus a clue theme of the story and to its Aeolia11 symbolism 11 (Levin and Shattuck, p.71). The -v1ell-stretci1eci noints .. continue with machine-gun rapidity. Botr·1 Ch~na.~lor ~~d ... • u. • _._ •....,.r..,. L-..A-*' jr, Odysseus are impressed by some form of abnormal sexual activity. Corless'Srestaurant, lil{e fa.eoltiS 1..f pc1lace, is a famous place which is very noisy. Points stretch 
II 
I 
I 
l 
I 
' I 
I -
-I 
l 
I 
I 
i 
I 
1 
I 
i 
i 
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l 
I 
l 
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4 
• 
nearly to breaking as the critics beg us to believe that 
"the action is faithftll to Homeric pa.ttern 11 (Levtr. 
Shattuck, p.71), and then to detai.l time 
periods which tend to disprove tr1e DO : ... ~ ...... . • ·,·. ~ : C ·,. .. *" ··-1 r.·- ·v r ' ' I ' · · · i ~ ., - _., ,;. "" V * • • .. .,. .. -f" 
_; 111· \...~ ;.. • ;.,;'fir . ... 
~ 
were intended to prove. 
with Aeolus supposccll~r pa.rallels Ct1andler I s :nan:1-year 
friendship with Gallaher; 
Aeolus for ten days 1)8.rallels C~rtandler I s t;cr..aratio?1 
from Gallaher for eight years. Both Crjysset1s and Chandler 
approach the meeting place II sornet i. r;:c a f'ter lunci-1. 0 Both 
are fr11strated by the denial 
Shattuck, p.72). And to add a very unscholarly touch to 
what could, to this point, be considered blind 
enthusiasm, Levin and S11attucl< dts~:ss :\r:t:ic as 
unimportant becau.se sl1e II has no i~or.:er i. c C0\,1r: terpa.rt .•• • 
(Levin and ShatttJ.Cl"C, p. 72). 
is a prime example of what I 
Levi.n and Shattuc£{ 1 s article 
c or-~ s :i. rl E: !' to b·e·· ·ttiP ~.o~t V • ,.. "'~' ·'"¥ • ..,. 
dangerous kind of literary criticism, 
with an idea and then fits the piece of literature to 
that idea. And any com:pa.:ri.so:n. 1.:iet\•reen two literary 
works of art is threatened by the possi1J:.l:t:r or· falling 
into this most dangerous trap. Clarice S11or .. t' s 
1A Little Cloud 111 dangles precariously close to the 
edge of the trap. 
While Short's comparison between aA Little Cloud• 
and Byron's "Prisoner of Chillon 11 is not quite so 
,I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
j 
! 
\ 
l 
' 
' 
, 
! 
! . 
S-
strained as "First Flight to Ithaca," it appears to be 
of little more value in interpreti~~ t~c story. The 
coinciding episodes are striking, however, and Sho~t 
doesn•t push her compari.son as hard as Le,1in an,i 
Shattuck often seem to do. 
poetry is readily apparent;. 
Joyce•: rc:··2..rci for 3yron 1 s 
beating for adhering to the opinion that 3yro~ was the 
greatest poet, and, althouch as I will show later its 
significance is ironic, the poem \·1h 1 c :-: C1""'.2..·!~(i 1 ··:r \•Ii s}1es 
he could emulate is a piece of Byron Juvenilia. 
immediately prior to his sincle dec·isive act, tl1e st1out 
of 11 stop 11 which Chandler directs at r1is .Li1f~az1t son, he 
thinks of himself as a prisoner: 
It was useless. He couldn't read. He couldn't do anythin~. The Wa i11·n~ 0~ ~·11e ch:11~ r~~~r-~ ~hp ~ . - ~6 l L, - - • - - ' J ..: ) : ~- ~ - .._. I...,: . ~ l.., ...... drum O f 11"J. l• s ear e i' .J..l,.- T,r,.., (" ''. n r, 1 µ (" ("" - - . • , I ~--.. t....) 
·. I, ,_.. -~ ...... <:.. ...:; V , use 1 e 2 s ! 1-I e w a s a pr t s o :'! f: r' I' or~ life. 
Byron I s pri saner makes friends \•li th spiders and mice; 
Little Chandler sees 11 vermin-li l{e u c}'"1 i l~}?"c:: sot1a t ted. .. like mice. A bird from outside the prison shows the 
prisoner of Chillon the derr.ree of his 0 1.,rn entraprr.ent; 
Little Chandler is made aware of his Cfipti vi ty by 
Gallaher: 
-
Before the return of Gallaher to Dublin, Little Chandle:r~ }1ad presumably lost tl1e r>--~ir1f'1ll awareness of the narro~mess of his life.3 
·" 
, .. 
6 
As each man reaches this awareness, a light shines 1n 
his mind. The departure of the exci.tinr; influence sends 
each man into a much deeper depression than he could 
possibly have experienced had he not been made more 
aware of his entrapment. The prisoner thinks the bird 
celestial; Chandler idealizes Gallaher. Both men try 
to see the outside world and both are frustrated. 
Pathos is elicited in both cases when • 
realizes that imprisonment has incapacitated its victim. 
And, finally, the prisoner's bird flies away like •a 
single cloud on a sunny day 11 (Short, p.277). 
The coincidences are strong enough between the two 
works to hide the only real contribution which Short's 
article makes. The idea that Chandler is made ~ore 
aware of his situation by his visit with Gallaher, and 
the idea that Dublin has incapacitated its own victim 
are necessary in successfully interpreting the story. 
One can only wish that Short had turned her talents to a 
more naturalistic interpretation. 
Following along with interpretations based on 
an influential outside source is Margaret Church in 
\ 
I- --. ---
1 ' i ~ :; -
' -
' 
7 
her article "Dubliners and Vico.• Miss Church's 
article is, perhaps, unique in literary criticism as 
she argues not that Joyce patte2°ned Dubl i.ners after 
Vico•s four cycles but, rather, that Joyce 
. 
anticipated the Viconian cycles which he was later to 
become fond of, and that this anticipation enables a 
comparison of Dubliners v1i th a \t1orl-: 
was to be unfamiliar for perhaps as 
·lcars. 
~-. 
According to Church, 
"Dubliners r.1ay be viewed as 
evidence of Joyce's quad.rj_lateral frame of mind as early 
as l 903, a frame leading to a ready accc ptn!:cc c :· 'ii. cc• s 
philosophy in his later works. 114 Without r,;o~;:;~ i.nto 
detail with regard to Miss Chruch's interpretat!.on of 
Vico, suffice to say that she fits Littl•:: :::a!:dler lnto 
the second age, the age of sons, the heroic a,:e. 
arbitrarily she groups to~ether all the stories from 
"Eveline" through "A Painful Case" as parts of the heroic 
age. Apparently unabasl1ed, she tacks a 
symbolic interpretation onto her rather brief reading 
of 
11
A Little Cloud 11 but her application of psychoanalytic 
· principles preserves some value Lr. her work: 
Little Chandler is unable to play 
the role of parent or earthly father. 
Sti 11 seeking for a s tr·m~.,- ,·c1 U. cl~ 
substi tu.te hi ms elf, }'"}e rc;Elr-: '. 1~· 
accent s the le ad e :r· s 11 j_ 1J c) r : : c: t~ 1 1 
- -h1· S ,.,.ll I.-. e fl Yl Y1 i e ( rrr q Cr-:- j' :-i -,, 1: .;_._ -"1 e-
\i - ' J..L:.~~. ' U c.... ,___, -~-'--~- L, •• 
false god., 1 g11ati 1J.s c;~:.l~L:-l!:c:r· 
(~lahad). Gallaher's superficiality 
and self-centeredness are not apparent 
•• 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
l 
\ 
-· I·. 
' 
·' ,. 
ic . .:.:..r-.·-
8 
to Little Chandler who is bltnded by his i..dolatrou.s devotior~ :o ·,1l!".at h( e th j_ n 1{ S (} a l 1~ ,~ })l CY"(. r C "f: ~ ." : ~~ r: -~ . ~_:, :=: • [. . cJ. ) Church, p. 15_) :n:.;J-.C~~,';r~~-~-C,:. :=~ < 
It should be clear to anyo1u:; read his stor·y 
closely that Little Chandler is not ql:: t~·· 
character as Mi~Church makes him out to be. 
"idolatrous devotion, 11 if tt ever real1~r existed, doesn't 
last through the meetine: at Co~·J.r::~~ •s. 
Brewster Ghi selin is a stror1r:· exponent of tr1e 
necessity of a symbolic reaclinr; of Dt1bl1!:c:~:~ ~1::rt., as 
with Miss Church, the dorrir.ant symbols sc·c:::~ ~~(J be 
religious. The entire book full .... O! 
. 
1S 
comparisons, which Ghiselin relates to t11e sLr~r .. i fica?1ce 
of the East in the Catl101.ic cht1.rcl1: 
did not know that the catechu.ner:s of~ .... t;t1.e cen ttt~~, 
"" turned to the west to renounce Satan and 
recite the creed before they stepped into ti1e bc'l r\t i sma 1 ... 
font ••• Probably he did kno\·1 
the Last Judgment was expected to come fr\o::-; t:-:c en.st . • 5 
The significance of the East-West dichotomy 
according to Ghiselin, to 0 A Little Cloud. 11 c;a12.a11er 
has been to the east and returned; the fact that he 
has not changed implies 11 that the 1·1hol c· of' J·;111'0·..-.r .. -~ ... · s r ....__ . • ii,..-,¥ ~' a .. - ! \,.,__-.;. '.'!ii.. 
II secularized)perhaps the whole world (Ghiselin, 'T". : ,.-.: ,)~ .) 
• ' ,. j ' !" • ~.a ,_t•' • 
More significantly, Ghiselin realizes that the physical 
transportation to another place is not ;•;r-:a t : s necessary 
for the people of Dublin: "A new condition of inward 
----~-~-----------
~'""" ·--·- -
9 
life is the goal; not a place, but what the place 
implies, is the tru~e east of the sot1l 11 (Ghisel1-?1,p .. 6.S). 
Ppysical limitation of movement i8nltes soiritual 
-
-
limitation; Little Chandler tries to t 1rr:a:·: c,t1t of 
Dublin's grasp bu~t succeeds only in GO.i.nr; tr1 a circle: 
"rt is almost beyond doubt that he has come home to this 
de:feat across 0 1 Connell Br~tdp:e 
for, as we have seen, the likeliest location of 
home is in the neighborhood of Eccles Street. lie r1as 
probably made a circuit coincicl,~,1,1r·· al:::o,st perfect 12, \tti th 
// L h I t b J- t1 . ,., . , . . ,•i, . 1 . en.e ans movernen a ouv fi.e center 0.1. :,r1e ci.:~-:,,. \_\;n1.se .... 1n, 
p. 75). The concept of the necessity of dis-
establishing the spiri tu2l l"1olcL of' Dlt .. olin, by breaking 
the physical hold, is thereby implied. 
Perhaps the most helpful of those critics who 
attempt to explain Joyce's work by relating it to 
that the concept which controls .., • n .. • ~.. " ,-., . anci un 1 1 ·1 e- (""' : 'r• f' I , 'r' f•"f'I<~ ... <. • ...... • ..... ..... .... L.ia ~ · ......... I~-~ ....-. 
_,- - • ·, ..... , _ _,;. 
the lack of fort~tude displayed by its charac:0?~s. 
Morse draws his definition of forti ttlc~.c i"'r,o~·:: ·~\!:.omas 
lS 
Aquinas; th d f · · t · · r ~ · 1 - · - l"rl r---- 1r-i,.-,'!l""' e e 1 n i 1 on 1 s c o Ll c 1 ea ., ... .. ... c,. ..... . : , ,. \~· '"'~ .,.. terms, 
Pttting the virtues of fai.th, magnificeri.cc aricl 
patience against the vices of 11 fear .r r. : l· a 0 I • a i t· ,.,..,.e~ ..... -- .-.. ,,,, "' , 
r meanness, and~rnorose delectation;rb 
characters whom Morse singles t a ' . t . Y . . . .. •. . r ..,. ,.... .·. ') OU s e .... Ce .. L, - ,,_) ~ ~ ~"' \. t~. . 
- . 
which seems rather arbitrary; · ft1ichael Furey certainly 
• 
•.: 
10 
deserves separation from the rest of the characters in 
Dubliners but the "I 11 from the 
Maria of II Clay;" and The I·Jj_ s ses } .. , ~ . ,.,, ', ·* l • .. .. • ... , QY.~.- ... 1:r Qt 1 1·r,,::.~. , )f:-.~r," ! .... ... a.... .... ...... •\-· - ,~c • ...,. 
seem to be integral parts of the pattern), 
character in Dubliners lacks fortitude 1 .,, 
, ..... , ... the l\Ouinlan 
• 
sense. Little Chandler is • I • 
~.i- ·~ ..... ,,~, 
• f . .l.. L, .. ~ 
vices, which wi 11 keep him locked in a snur- cor::cr for 
life. 
Morse's contribution, however, is his realization 
that Gallaher is very much like the rest of the Dubliners: 
"Nor d6es Gallaher live bravely. 
• • • are 
all his novelties! 
His interview with Chantller is an 
Orgy Of Val
. nglory, prec-.urnrrt-1 OY'l a,,1d MOroc-e c-1e·1 Ac ... :-1 t~ ~. on·• 
i.:) • j ; ; -.- V ·- .. - '" • • ' . .:,) . • . -.. ,._. . ,# l, I(,.. V' -- • . ·• 
(Morse, p.107). And it is necessary to 
just that -- a man who has left Dublin, but 
• ,,r•,,c· ,.. : '" .. 
very much, a Dublj_ner. ., It is insight 
M.W. Murphy doesn't obtain 1n a r1 '.'."~ ·n ... ·; c 1 ""'. .. "~"t ~ Crt·."I, 
· •,. · V · - ' • f:f'tj,. r ~ ,1 
-- '-- . . -·· - ',.. . .; . ,,., . , if done 
with a little more care, could be illu:-:,i1::1t;nc. 
A major 
connecting link in Dubline:rs (Murphy is r.ot so dor,rnatic 
as to say "the connecting link 11 ) is the motif of 
darkness: 
So pervasive is darkness in Dubliners 
that it is difflcu1t to discover or.e 
maJ· or scene t}1a t t.~ 1rr,r-i r:,·1 .r·, c,~, '. ·,·· ·r·,·:, ... ; i-·,-..... 
• - V - _.., • '· ,_,, •-l .. : -- --~ / ·~ . • . t "- •. • " • V Sunll
. crht l 11 an~,r o·f -f-.} ,~-, ,, ;_ .. ,.....,.,.,: ,···, ''. ,, . .,,i, ..... 
0 - - - ~ - - J - ,.., - - --· • ,) ,_., ~·· - . .. • . .. .. ~ ' .. .J' ••• 
f i r s t s t or y t o 1 a s t t ; 1 e: : :. ::; : ; , l ;; ..-, ': : • :·:r: l
. s a dar1.; 0 t-1,·D>0+- rl-r' --1 •. ; ....... y,~.~ ·,-, ··, •·· : ·, 
-.1. u V ,_,,_. V \._,~ c.A. '..< '··~-. -- .. / .,, .• Dubl l
. n 3 lld .1...l. }·1 C ".') C .1... l O· ~i ·i -~ .-·, . ~- , ' 1 ·,··· •.. r r• t' akeS 
- ' ' - - / - - (_.._ l, .. · - · · ~ -- • • · .. _.. • . • '-' · ·~ ~ i I ·-~ ,} ,.J · 
place at ni,q;ht or i:n G:~c C<l?'), 0,c ovcntricr .
... _ ,.., at:.;,. 
after the sun has gone dow:n. 1 
' 
Unfortunately, Murphy misreads the book while fitting 1t, 
• 
:.---·--~,.~--- - -----
- -· -- --·- ·-·---·· 
;·, 
. _ ....
··-· 
I 
into hj_s idea. 
11 
Very perceptively, Murphy suggests: 
' ,,_ .. , '} _+· --. ~ -
.... - ' .. 
~~ ,·--.: d~ 
V' i,, •" 
If we accept this i. t is hard to accent 
. 
V 1 e\"1, hov:ever, 
• 
the light assocj_atcd \·-Ti tl--: GaJ.ln.l1er as a?1ytl1 t?1{; bt1t 
b 1 . 0 f the r e d e n· D t 1· V C r1 1 . ,--. 1 ; l- . .-. ~ C .. -, 1 ,-.. 'i. " ,. i .,,... ,,._,. ~ ' "'o· l \ n 
s ym o 1 c 
--
_ - . : .,."' _ . - __ .... r ..... -· ___ v :. '-~ ,-) _ , : .:.. , ,.. ~ .. ;,' .. • ;.~ , v lt - • 
and going to London. Tl1e 
and which illl1strates the danc;erotlS g;rot1r:a. ·,..., .. ,. 
'i. ":,, 
anyone who tries to fit a boo1-: . 
. LS that to 
Gallaher is not redeemed., hlJt ... 1 . "" " 
'-···· li ! . . ., ............ later, 
. 
;~ 
-- - ' 
every bit as mL1.c11 a Du.bliner as Little C~:t-:.z-:ct1cz .... 
Unfortunately, mere moving from symbolic readings 
to naturalistic reaclin;2·s c? ocr.; t:c)i:. c 2.. ;::: l !:.a. tc __, 
readlngs. In an article 
Perceptl. on and equall 1r C""tY--i 1ri Yin· O .. O~'Jt'.""e- "':C- rr-. - J IJ .. -*• .t1. ..... ~ t..> l, .... .:) "' .. . ,.> -..1 , 
O'Connor sees 11 A Little Clotld. 11 as a storv· 
V 
" -~ - .,.. f.,.<! l-1 ' c h an ~ ~ ~· ... .... . 
unsuccessful poet is confronted. b2,r n s~:ccc·::-:·:::"·Jl 
journalist who has had sense enough to otrt of 
Dubl . . t. IJ 8 in in 1me. Once again, tl1e 
Gallaher I s not being v1ort}1y of Lt t, t: l t-:=: C:~;1~-_t1 ler • s 
admiration has been overlooked. 
simple as O I Connor iAiot1ld make it; 
so 
the relationship bet1.·1ee:n Little Chandler and Gallaher 
• 
~ . 
l I ! 
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is more precisely expressed by Robert B. Heilman: •The 
story turns upon a paraclox -- that even in the 
Gallaher whom in one 111ay he rejects, Cb~:-3.!"'..c!ler in another 
Q way sees the embodiment of his O\•m aspirat:orls. ""' 
Heilman is, of course, correct; Little Chandler ts not 
homogeneous throughout the story. He is impressionable 
and mobile in his conceptions. . m . . ~. ~, ... mh . . . l . . l l S I•, 0 D l --· . ,~ .. J 
i. s 
recognized by Hugh Kenner in an article 
disappointingly dogmatic comin_[:· Crom so stirnulat1.ng a 
critic. 
sent.ence: 
Kenner says a great deal in ' ·· .... O ne ("" ,·, 0 -r 1 .... . y ............. "' 
As Bloom and Ded.al,1s, as Watsorl and Ho 1 me s , the pa 1 e fa c e c} i. i ~-. t. 1 C'. C !~ 2. t: r! 1 er enc o tl r1 t e 1,, s t, ri e: : : c) 1-; l c:: ::~, El ... r :_:. ; ·· <: ; -·~ ::. :~ ;_~ : . ·::-= r"' Wh O h a S tj e e. ·n ;~ 1-~, '(• r) 8 (1 :-·, .. r ' 
--- r~ +. 
. ·, ·. ~ i 1 . ( ' 
.... 
/ - ...._ '-""""' ~ •• ..... 
..... ...__..._ '-. --i:, 
._ _ . .., _,.. l.,_..-4. : \. __ ) ,,.,_,.P ~.J 4. ... ' 
-- .. IC, , .4, by osmosis clCCl'J.ires a tio~ci si:;J.r·r:: of his virtues.10 
This osmotic interchange is what Clarice St1ort 
.. 
recognized in her article on uThe .,..., . l"'r1soner Cr11 l lor1.. • (see above, p.6) When the osmosis has ceased, 
Chandler wi 11 have been shoc}~ec1 otJ t of his comnlacent .. 
acceptance of his uneventful life. 
as I will show late~ is never completely shocked o~t 
of that complacent acceptance. The complacency 1s 
,shattered; the acceptance remains intact. 
This acceptance of a stifling existence is pointed 
out by Arnold Goldman in a pa.rticularly interesting 
sentence: 
• 
I 
II 
t 
,. 
1) 
Little Chandler ( 11 A Little Cloud"), Farrington ( 11 Cot1nterr~Brts 11 ), Mar i a ( 11 C 1 a \1 11 ) , : ·: r . D~~;, I' ~ · ~.: .:1 ! ~ ,-i u 
. Mr S (~ 1 Y1 1· C O ( II ;". ;.:, ? i y, .::, 1 1 ·1 (' ~~~ (~~ ,-:. l l )' t 0 • t,........J • ~ i ..: ·- .i. - ~ .,;..,, . ..., ,-. ... -..,. t ,.._..._ 
.J •--,r _. ' name O·nl1f a· f'r:,i,.T lt:::.,-,(1. ''"'. t·.1~.7.·-,y,,.-:,·1 ~ .. ~ '!"'lpr:,f'-~1~ cted ~ C _ 1.:::; n ' - .._,,c.. .. , 1,,_) ·.• •· / • · .•• -- • 
··-· ~.) ..; '" 
f) 
.__ 1 . V e s ~ 'V'\ a 00""' 1 e- 01... 1 - Y) ~ •• .:, l ·1 : ·, .. i" (', ·, '• -r, ,-; ;. tr l ' l . ..1 .. !. .!. - ...... , ... "'. .... .... • • ...:..., _._., __ ;.._ ... ~ - '--·· < .. i, •• .... 
_,,,. ...... : ~ out Of VlebS of CC>rl tc~ ·, ~--:~:C'~- .:~. ',•,1 i. ·. C::. Seem O V e Y1 DO 1_..r er i /'! er 11.r "r p :.- .. t . r=· y, [". ·, i ·, • • .; I rt e ...... ..!..- v • -i~ .......... t· -~ , , ..... _,,,, ,._., ... ·-..._/ .... ...... -- • ------ , .. r """• -self-er ea ted or imposed f rorn tt··1e outside.11 
The words "unwilling 11 and 11 self-created" are of 
greatest interest. The concept of conscious or semi-
conscious awareness of the trap ar:d of' tr1e process 
of ensnarement in it is, thereby, 
'.P·n· 1 s·· ... , 
recognition of the possibility of awareness of the trap 
has been noticed also by F1lorence Walzl. 
According to Walzl, the uncler l:1 t !1rr, pat tern of 
unification in Dubliners is that of 1:x.1ralys is. The 
young Joyce, having recently ttlrned from the study of 
medicine to the \'-Tri ting of fictio11, d.re,,., heavily on 
his medical background: 
Like most beginning medical students he Was fas cl. nate,..1 'l,r1· t-·n d.., i ~ .'.·--,· (; .-, ; r-· . lJ. '' V .. .... 
-· .. ~ (..--,41, ~ .. -
. ""--.,.I 
- '-- .. ) • Impa + 1· ent at +}1 e re- c, ~- ')', ~ ,..-, ~- ; r,'.•. ,-, ,..~, .~-· 1 : ,[" e V - .4 ,j L, 4 * L..) L• -~ l 1,..- <_.' ' I,,_ J • • \ S \ .. ·' , 
·-· , ~ 
-in Du_bl i.n, he co:r-~cl1Jctc(J t~:,~:..:.: ~ :'c·l.:1~~cl Wa S S -j C k a Yl C~i c} ·i 'l r:"r-, C) r r· r ' ·, ; . ,, "' .~ ' • ,..,, . ~. 0 ·1 o· g i C81 - . , - 4. ~ (. r._,, •• _,, ._) -"· , .. 1.. • lJ •.. ' __I·._ •• ·, I.__,!: ..... , . . malady as }1err1ifJleg~ia, s:l; ;,a.rtial, unilateral paralysis.1~ 
This paralysis, significantly psychological in nature, 
extends from the physical paralysis of actio1: :o 
paralysis of percepti vi ty. The first f ouz"'teen stories 
of Dubliners can be divided into four sections, 
according to Walzl. "The Dead." a later addition, does 
I 
I 
\, 
'.i 
II 
I 
; I 
I 
: I 
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not fit the pattern and, thus, she dismisses it. The 
first three stories center around disillusionment. 
The next four stortes deal \~1itr1 the pa.ral:1sis of 1r1111 
durl
. ng the all-1· mporta ... n1t dee 1· Si Q't" -~~:'1 i_- i ·, ,-·. ... : -·r. or ~ ·~ ••• .-"'<. _ _...z. :.. .... •>. l--"", ... -f ,......,. ~ , 
adolescence, and thus center around er: traprr;en t. The 
third group of stories, again numbering four and 
including 11 A Little Cloud, 11 deals witi: tr:e tr.ability 
of a physically mature indi vid.ti.al ' ' 
..,._ Q.· n·.r Or~ ' ' £' ...... L,, ' . __.,!-' . .,f. ~ ~. i, \_,__... t ... .,. 
.. 
"The image depicting such paralysis of action is 
I/ 
sterility (Walzl, p.222). The next three stories deal 
with the paralysis of society 
manifestation of corruption. 
of creeping paralysis, progressing in its effects as 
time passes, Walzl has added p;reatly to the i.nterpretatton 
of Dubliners and yet she apparently didn I t recc;;::: ::'.! 
the value of her contribution. After establishing the 
four types of paralysis, she draws the following 
conclusion: 
As a result, the stories in the first half are epipha~ies, 
part i a 1 or v1 }1 o 1 e , t c1 -;~: ~ c; 
characters, rJlJ.t i-·rci::. r,.rie: 
Pl. ,JO+- a 1 e 1· .er }1 ~- 'r-1 C'.' ~. n :r-· .. , r r\ 'r '; V r.J· - l,~ - k.J L, '-' 1 '~'-., 1 ~ L become pro,e;ressi v",l~· less so, 
un ti 1 f i na 11 ~y t }"'1 c _,.r a r· c: 
V 
epiphanies onl:/ f'or tl.e 
reade~ (Walzl, p.223) 
Walzl is so infuriatingly close to Joyce's point and 
yet misses it entirely. The point of Dubliners, as 
-
\ 
! 
! 
i 
' 
! 
i 
l 
•.. 
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is that of virtually every woFd Joyce wrote, is to 
instruct; there is no reason to write a book about 
a city of dead souls, for 2 city of c· ",:, ~ 1 r 
-::) nd·· ,. __ .) \.....,.· :. . .1. ...... ..., ,_ •• * - yet 
that is what Walzl concludes: 
Dubliners presents is a long decline 1 ai1d tr.e p·rognosis 
~ 
.
.
 • 
for the patient is deatt1 (',Jalzl, p. 22,t5 ). ! C8~:.?10t 
imagine how Walzl can reconc t le this v 1 ew of t!:c: ·ocio~: • s 
final purpose with her vi.e\1 of "A l"tttle Cloud. 111 t , , ... ·1e· ~ ' l i • ! . 
- .. - .... Chandler, accord.ing to 1.-Jalzl, acrl t ei.res an ep~ r111nn.:.t i. ri 
which he realizes that his life 11as. ·r:1ect: 11". ! ... -) cr·:'4 ~- .. -..... -r-i • ' t. __ ••. ..; 'ii.__" ·-·,-cc' ·---~ • 
is absurd! Were Chandler to 
moment of true awareness, as a?1 ad1Jl t, i1e cot>,lc1 cr"!ange 
his life. As I will show later, Chandler 
achieve such an awareness because, 
~ralysis has alread_y pro~ressed too far. 
the 
Paralysis extended. to its rr:ost c:e::i 1 i ta ting limits 
approaches death-in-life, a concept 1.·1t·1ic}~ Ci:?.?·: ·r:c 
important in understanding the self-p·erpettiating 
psychological hold that the city ..... OT - cl· l 1 . n l.Jl ... 1. ,., 1 ~ • has over its inhabitants. According to Ja~es R. !3.ake~, 
solidified his own basic idea of livir~r;-cleath by reading Ibsen, particularly \{hen \.le Dead Awaken: 
Joyce finds in it the embodiment of his own p1'"leoccl1patior:s: tt1c Pr Obl em O f' .i- L'"> 8- art i c- t-- I r:-- y·, r-, -1 ~-; ·~- ; Qn ~ h 1· p , -· tJ l l ~ . . L.,l V • J •. ,. .. ~ '·-·• -' •. ~ ;. .;;.') • ~ t o a s pi r 1· -t- tJ ... ~ 11 , - "' c· ·:::i ·,··. ,-., 1~· ,,... • : ,-, ~-. ~ .. ~ 
.. '.,~ 0 
-- " \.J 
- ... Ll -'-J .... 
___,..(__..<\,>..._. i_i ,,_. 1 \ .. - ,, • 
.-'i..-' ' \._..,.,. ............. penalties of aJ_oo~·!-lC;~:~~ :·::)(~:~·. ~-~·:.(:: c~cJ:~·:r:·.on stream of lif'e, and., :-:;ost !·t..:r·t::::~'.-~·~~t for the stories shaping in his ~ind, 
\, 
I 
• 
i 
' 
~'· 
·-<' 
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a comprehensive dramatization of the pitiful fail11re of mer1 to a\•lE1l(e?1 from the s o ITr_ o 1 enc e \•: 1-1 1 'r i, r-: c1 J. {l s them among the 11.vinc-d.eaci. -J 
Little Chandler is part of the list of characters (a 
list which suffers from over-in.cltis1.ver1r~ss) 
describes as members of, "the r~rea t r1ost of 
' 
- . ~.· ,·, o- · ;.:• ·re- .... t··t"" ... ,,_ •~.. ... -' ~ , ....... l. 
dead''(Baker, p.22). l Jn f Ort l J r r) t ('.> 1 '' 
.......... -"-'- .j ,._... -- ,} ' aside from realizing, 
and argul• ng beaut1· fully tt1at ti rpt1e- LJ ....... e. :;,(~ II t r<' n C"1 t.~·--;:--~ ~- ~ 0" ' t - ~-... r • _.. ~-- ~--""" ... .,;,J c.. ~ . J, ••. ,. ....... _,... '-'l,.J -... • • 
of what has gone before it, Baker sees no fJro[:ress ~- or: 
through Dubliners; from the boy in the first stories, 
through Little Chandler, to the \A1ar~c1 r:~c.,-. c:r· 11 : ·v :l l)a~, in 
the Committee Room, 11 everyone fits ~,:r4to 
pattern of Ibsenesque living-death. The concec1t of .. 
living-death is of extreme val1.1e, bt1t to nep:lect the 
progression from life to liv'ing;-deat~r1 ts 
because it is the inevitability 
Joyce, through virtually all of his fiction, attempted 
to destroy. 
The necessity of reading Dubliners as part of the 
complete Joyce canon is pojnted out by Robert S. Ryf: 
11 It 1· s now generally agreed that ~L _n.. t·,...,, r--- ,...... ; rr,,,.,a?"l"'er'' . . """• ' . . . -- , ... , . . . .... t, . ..l , 
symbolism, and rhythm, his writings z1.rc all of 0?1c piece. 
14 In a sense, he wrote but one book." - · If Ryf ts COl"rect, 
we may then draw, as he does, o~ A ~ortrait of the Artis 
-, to help explain Dubliners in general, and u/,. :_,t t~tle 
Cloud" in particular. Ryf extracts the f'ollo\•,~ r:.r qttote, 
from A Portrait of the Artist, as essential to an 
·.,:.;. 
...... 
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understanding of any of Joyce's work1: 
-- When the sot~ 1 of a born 
in this country there arc ~ets 
f 1 ung at i t t o Y: o l rJ : t ;;~~~ c l·~ =--- 1~ om 
f 1 l t ., .. L -1 ' , , ' ]• P' 1 Y O lt - c~ ~- 1·: ·t, 0 :-:: C: C) : -- C.J o - -
na t l• on a 11· -1-L, 1 i -! ,'":), Y': ·r •• 1 1 ;; ; .• {'., ,., ·, .. t , 
... ' J ' -- -'- ....... t : '.-" ...... ~-··' .._,. ' ....... "" "" -.... , 
re 1 i 8' ion. L s t"1a J_ l tr, ;.r t C· f' ly 
by those nets. (469) 
The nets pf natio~lity, language, and religion ensnare 
• 
the inhabitants of Dublin in geY1eral, and s .~ !:ce 
inhabitants of Dublin provide Joyce with virtually 
every character he ever created, the valtrtity of usi~ 
c~cepts from one book to explain concc;~s ~n another 
is implied. The paralysis which Walzl theorized as 
the problem of the Dublin people, and whicl1 ..,_.,, - I t:ai-=er 
extended into a living-death, is 
Paralysis implies an internal debilitation in 
man loses the ability to cope with an indifferent 
environment; 
an external debilitatin~ force, such as 
Stephen Dedalus• 11 nets " 
' 
. l . . l S e y D· -::-i 1 , ~ t":'· n 
. JI ... ......._ c... .. ...c • • ·, .. ...,, ·-.... *' 
... 
by the Word 11 capt1·v1·ty." Were R,.rf ..... l,o enr, ,t *"'~'1;< .... "-
1
0,nt 
- .. ..; - .......... , I...,. L, • .. .•. , . ..! i . . ·JO\, .. . ' 
his contribution would be slight, but he continues: 
but: 
Language, nationality, and reli.r,:ion 
a a t .L... ,... ,.... • t 
C, -- (Y -rl C' I 'I;~ 1 'r"'00 .· ... 'f1 re C p Orv at>e .. t,~ O_ CO •• , , , . .. , .. e,. , 
restraint, frustration. (Hyf, p.bO) 
Captivity results in paralysis. Thus 
the relationship betl'1een the two ideas 
is one of cause and ef':''ect. (Byf, p.60) 
For paralysis to follow captivity, a man must spend a 
. . ·--c.,""'"-~..:. . - .. ~ -
18 
certain amount of time as a captive. And as the length 
of captivity increases, the paralysis of 
must likewise increase. The imPlicatior1 ,., 
if, in_ Dubliners, capti.. vi t;l is cciu,sc~:_: 
language, nationali.ty and relif~iori. as 
as the characters advance 
--
in A Portrait, then, 
from story to story, 
of~ ,,ears 
---~ 
subjected to captivity, they :-ntist also 
extent of their own paralysi.s. And we 
cogent explanation of the obvio11s pro~ression from 
greater to lesser awareness, a progr'es s Lor: 1,,1 i ti1. which 
I will deal presently. 
Ryf, although perceptive about "A Little Cloud,• 
says far too little to be of valt;e; it is left to his 
readers to apply his interpretation to the 
case. But the groundwork has been laid: Little 
Chandler becomes clearer v;hen v·1 e\·;(:ct as a man trapped 
in the nets of language and nationalitJ'• 1\ncl, t1r1like 
Joyce himself, who flew past the nets by 
rose above the people of D1J.blin by utilizi1-:;-~ tr1ern in 
the creative process, Chandler car1. do nothing but 
remain ensnared. 
Because such a vast number of critics skim quickly 
over 11 A Little Cloud" and neclect, for any number of 
reasons, any attempt at detailed. ar~al:,rsis, the 
importance of any lengthy study of tl1e story is obvl ous. 
C) 
I 
l .. ! 
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--
Two such studies, one by Warren Beck and one by 
Robert Boyle, SJ., are of exceptional value, not only 
for their length and incltJ.si vc!1ess, bt1t also for the 
insight which ideally, if ra1..,ely, sprir::-:s fr,o::·; a 
thorough knowledge of and co11centratior1 or! a piece of 
literature. Whatever inst rcr1 t tr1 is n .. ~a 1Je:r may 
- ... 
been considerably enhanced_ by t}·1e 1:ire·v i Otls co!:':: t": 't:·~i t: ons 
of these two fine critics. 
factor in Dubliners, and. t11roughou t tl1e j oycc can or!, 
the concept of ambivalence. --1 f t' ·11 ; C C O ., . ., C 0 -r. ... ; ....... • ...... u 
... -4' ,. ._ii ! ~., ,,.;, 
a.pplied to Little Chandler, as Beel< ·,ery cor.,,i ncingly 
applies it, then 11 A Little Cloud 11 can be seen, 
immediately, as a more con1plcx stor·~l tr1ar1 most critics 
have agreed that it is. ...... """ • ... ~ .I!.. ' 1 n !:l Q ·1 S C U C' S 1 0 l'1 0 f - , 1 L".' a . -· .::> ., ,.. • 1,.,..!.,,:; 
publishing history of "A Little Clotid, 11 Beck p·oints out 
that 1. t was f l0 rs t publ 1· sh ~a i n j\ G' t':"> 1-- 1 C::. 1· n ' 1~a· '-' 0 f' , 01 5 -· ..... -\_., .. __ ....... •~.,~ ... ~- a .... "', ..J • • ~./' .. - ' 
when it appeared, al oner ,,,1· th·· "'11 '11· e })0:1.., ... (; ~.·r;""' ::n,~·~·r· ti ~.'· "·1 ......... t:,- t""i' _ _ ~ ..,.-.# , Lflt .. t_ i ... _ ....... .,,, ·_; .. " _ __. \ __ 1. ""-~ .,..,__.,· J 
__ • • 
Smart Set. Beck is correct in his assessment of the 
stories: 
Of the two, "A Little Cloud" is obviously the more complex, but that j t comes to G. r:r·c'.~i tc:r· at ta 1· li m e-,-, .l-l, Cl r) a··~ l ·r-, (1 r·, r• r ; c, .; - Y• . . • r·, r~ a-. - - ..!.... ... - l (.) .. __ .... .J...... '·-...:. .... ,_,..1,_ ~ .._,.... 1 _,L "--: 'J ,.,,._ '. : . ·--· 'L._:! t'_.. deeper n.ot.e ·t1~1ar: .i. s t.c; ·: c: ~ .-: .. :i.rd 
l. n an,.r 01° t }-, f-::::, ~ G· "'(T t,......· r r :~ 1 '1-.i -.;. '. "; ...... "; • .,...., ... tl ..... ~ .,._) _._,,. \j ,-# ,..... ~- .u I..( ~ - ' -- - ~ - - - \) St Ori e S Dr 8 C Pd ·i Y: C"" ·1 -c' ". ,, r·., ~ · · ,-, ·, I~ !'-_,,, - ......... t --. ' \._' ....__,. ..__,, ... ~ .. ..,I 
.. ... ..._ __ ,t \J" to have ~een fuliy reco~nized.15 
The complexity of the story, -.. according to 3eck, lies in 
the characterization of Little Chandler, and it ts r1e 
,_,.~ 
, I 
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at whom we must look if we aPe to understand the story 
at all. I think ~Jeck is completely correct in h1s 
assessrnent;certainly Gallaher is 
and Annie is important, but eacr·1 
i ~·. rJC;r ta!1 t to the story, 
the same way as the baby in the final scene: eact1 
exists for the sole nurlnose 
..I. ~ of interactinp with Little 
Chandler and ell·c1·ting ~om .. e 1r1"nd of rp~~n~~0 r~cm h\~ - ..... ~. i l' ~ . A • ... ... - V \. .~ '"·' •• '"" .,, ~ - • . • • ~ .... ; • .. 
James S. Atherton has remarked that: 
unusual story, as to str1;cturaJ. techniqt1e employeci, is 
·•
1A Little Cloud.'; The star~, is abo1.lt Little Ct1a?1.dler's 
failure to live; Joyce begins ~1it~1 r) ,..., 
\. ... ' t; • 
Gallaher (the successful journalist ,..,horn \'le ::1e;.~et lc1ter 
in Ulysses), but he v1eaves his t\-10 parts 
skillfully that the story remains a iJr~Lt:;. 1116 'I"o 
believe that 11 A Little Cloud'' is about anyone but Li.ttle 
Chandler is absurd, and the absurdity can best be seen 
• 
by introducing the concept of pror:r·c-:ssi Vt? cr1aractert zation. 
W. th t ff d. t 
. t. 
... ' \ . l tt . 
l Ou O en 1 ng O O many Cr l 1 C C' 1 - !11 't"'l , • ,1 (""." r>. ,., r• 'r" 'H . . v 1 l, , . ~ ';. J · 4 • -:. ,., ,,,, \._r .. ,,f 
can be broken down into three distinct oarts: .. tr-1c t _i me 
leading up to Little Chandler's neeting with Gallaher, 
the time during Little Chandler's . . . , . m. e e .,_ , r ,,... • • . .~ .,.,. .\· ' , <" < • ! f, I\ k • • I ,,,. Lt •~ !!If. • ~ f I ,.._ '·~ • • 
Gallaher, and, finally, the time, some wi:at later, after ...__.,, 
the meeting, as we see Cha~dler at home. It is 
essential that we realize that t~1is sincle day in the 
life of Li t.0tle Chandler is not a typical ria~l. ', I ~·.-i. S· 
.... ~ ~:i. 
begun, before the story opens, with his unexpectedly 
\ 
1. . . r - ·-~ 
i ~-... ,• 
t ·': . 
-· .• 
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meeting an old friend and it will not end until he has 
bared what soul he has by his decisive shout of •stop• 
at his infant son. Clearly, the Little Chandler of part 
one is not the Little Chandler of J.)cirt three; 
has happened to the mild-mannered, prim, almost 
effeminate little clerl-;: to elicit one intense moment of 
violent emotion. The noint of the stor~~.r l ~ c:s ~ L 
change -- the progression -- of Little C!:andler :'rom 
the first part, through the second, and, finally, into 
the third, and to enable this prorression to be seen, 
the central figure must always be c\iar:.d le~· hi ,::sc lf. 
Robert Boyle is completely correct in his answer to 
Atherton's assertion that the initial emphasis is on 
Gallaher: 
The story is certainly abo11t 
Chandler I s fai lt1.re to 11 1:c:. ::.L1 t 
Joyce be[~ i_ 11 S l·l l t }'1 t }-~ C; (;~,·.I,}. (_:a::~ : :·~: on 
Ll. t t 1 e Cran a.., 1 e )~, q ·,, :'; ··,·,:. : , f- t:. ~ ·, r:; 
l l - - - ' L ~ •. _/ •.. t.. - . - - V . - -. . '-
that er;iphasi s throu.,;!.rn, t :,!.' :;tory. 
Interest
·i Y·,c:· tk1ol1r--:-~~I (~-::·1 l 1. -r~~·,1--_,-. : <:~ 
~- -1,:_:;, • _ , > I • ,_ ., c.- ___ ... ,_. _ . ._ , he e X l• s -I- s i 1-. .!.- ~ 1 ·j r, r, .l.. .-., ''r> ": _:"' -,I '. . • -
. l, .. l G I -~ ,.) I..) l_, l.) .~ ,f J J.. . ! .• I • 
a 11 0th e "'(> e 1 e rn C· ·n ~- ~ ..;._ (I ,....._ r; /' ~ ·, ·n '< <' i-
- • l • ~ - L, ._, ' l,, ._J \_. \_ • _ \,_. - 1.. . - L..) V 
Wl
. th and t O i l l l J ftl i ,·1 '=1 +-• r 1 ~-. > (', ,-, r· i Y'l i t 
_ ~ - ~. , . , -•- - . (....;. l, .. _, lJ . . ... , I , ..i.. .., 
-of Chandler). vie see _;c:111,~:.i.c'.r· 
t hr au.er h Cha ·n d l er> I Q r-. ,.r (::, r, ? r, (; i t' 0 -._ ..... ... - - -- ,.._., ...... .I .._/ ........... 1.,.,) ' ,...Ao .... "" .,~j._c ""· 
is Chandler's reaction to Gallaher 
which is centra1.17 
~d so, the stage is set to delve deeply into the 
character of Little Chandler, watching him in relation 
to everything else in the story, keerinc: cm:stantly 
aware that very many of the things which 
us to see, he allows us to see only t~ough the eyes of 
r 
!;_ 
f, 
f ;: { 
t 
t, 
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Little Chandler, and that so many of the emotions we 
feel are not our OYm, nor t}1c: nu.ti·:ors, bL1t those of 
the character. We are ready to take our i~it~~l look 
at Little Chandler, the Little Chandler of :part one, 
before the meeting with Ignatius Gallaher. 
·;:,· 
fc· 
,_ 
~-~ 
"l· -
..:. 
' . 
Chapter II 
We are introduced to the intellect11al state of 
Little Chandler in the first r:.ari::1;~·r;J.r:~ of the story, 
the paragraph which Atherton -~1ad at,-1arcie(1 tc1 ~~;;.1ll;~ii1er. 
Joyce consistently concentrated a great deal of 
information in his open:1-nr; paragrapr~s and we should, 
therefore, look very closel~1 at tr1 is o::e. C .. , ) ....,er Loc11 r:. .y, 
we are introduced to Gallaher•s name before Little 
Chandler's, but that name is really all we see of him. 
The paragraph is wrttten, significa.r:tl~,r, from Little 
Chandler's point of view. l What we are learninr of 
-.. ~ _i 
Gallaher is very subjective, ancl based on the ~·rejud1ces 
of the little clerk whom we have yet to meet. And, thus, 
we learn a great deal more about Little 
we do about the object of his revery. What we really 
discover, as Boyle points out, is the remarkable ability 
which Little Chandler posse·sses wr1 i cr·1 
use eleven clich~s within the framework of a s1ngle 
paragraph: 
•seen his friend off', 'wished him godspeed', 1 had got on', 1 t~avelled air I ' 1 VJ e 11-C lJ t t Vl Cc~ cl s u i t I ' I : ' (' ;1 !"' 1 es s ac Cent I I f pi.,r fr~ l l or,r ~ ·1 · c~:1 (1 .;._ ;, l .~. r~ ~- r:-' """' .._, 'i'I , -. _ _,. --,... ........ _ . 1'1 ,_,. ...... ..., "---
-._.· ,_._-• ~-, ,.._ .... ,_JV 11. k e }11· s t I 1 1 Y; C: 1.·-·,. C' ;i l f-, (; ·, '~. • r~ . ; (' r~. .:.·.· {"• C' I ' •. , ~ ' l.c_.) ~ -' • _._ 'o.,j • 'I. l t 
.. ,) J' ·, •. <' • ..• •~ 'c-- ~ ,.,,J , 1 hear t i ri th e r -~ rr '. '. t, T 1 ~: C ·--:· t ' 1 des er ""red to ._. · ' 1 ~ +- · ... ,---_ ---, '. _ ~'l 1 !l , 
_ L, /. c:.. ;::, 
some t l1 .. 1 r::. ft 1 - - a :1 c:. \'l F:. r. c· r· c '~: i ·v e a t once that Cha~nd.ler 1 s ·~~~.·rrl(1 1 s CCJ!-~ 1.·c'.r~,.t: ()!:al, 1 i mi t ed ins e11 s -j ti '/ e 11 r: lJ'.'.. 1''' (: r, r .,_ ~. ~.:- r• ' - • .l,. ,.,. ,_.._ ~ ' 'I,_ _. • l" ·-.-..,; _... ,_,I' \~.- .! ,,_,./ !,O, W, e~ • He is not vigorously alive mentally; 
23 
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he merely shifts one dead phrase 
1• n t O 1· U X ta PO S i t J. or \• · i t ~ a ,.~ O t ~-"' r, r-
-- - .... ... J ....... .. • t;. .... .. . ..~.,., • • \._"'"" .... • (Boyl~, pp:85-86) (ounctu.atio,. [sic]) 
It is necessary for the reader to realize, rrom the 
very beginning of the story, that Joyce is not consistent 
in his assignment of point of . view; sometimes 
retains omniscience in regard to his 
innermost thoughts, but, just as of ten, r:e ~ -. a 1 1. n,·w~ ......... .._. ............. !1 i S 
characters to bare their own souls through what tr1ey 
think or say, even if he, himself, would not agree. 
Thus, we cannot take the statement "Galla.!:e?"" i:nd tr.ot on• 
as representative of Joyce's regard for Gallaher's 
industrious perseverance toward success. We must walt 
and see this supposed great talent. 
~ich this possibly correct statement has been ~edc 
has illuminated the man maki~g the statement; we must 
be very cautious in accepting anyt>:!::;·: L'.. ttle Chandler 
tells us. And we must become 
Chandler's objectivity as we become better acquainted 
with him. 
A small point, but possibly illuminating in regard 
to Gallaher•s emotional ties with his old friend, occurs 
at the beginning of the second paragraph: 
Little Chandler's thoughts ever since lunchtime had been of his ~eeti~~ with Gallaher, of Gallaher's '.::vit::.t'..:::,r. and 
of the gr ea t c i t 2'' Lo r1 d o r1 i·: (: E= ! · c~ Gallaher lived.(80) 
:_. ,. 
y 
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The point may be small but it is, I think, significant. 
Chandler has already met Galla}~er Cr!:cc; tr1f1 t same day --
at lunchtime. Furthermore, the l:een 
quite accidental because, as vie find ot1 t la tc:r, 
Gallaher has already been . 1 n ,~, ..... -, ~ 1 . it·,r, "·-r LJ 1\.....,. \ ) ....... _l.. .•• for a ntlmb,er of 
days and is planning, very soon, to cier,;-1!'""*:. I dor: 1 t 
want to press the point; the II me e t i 11 t\ 11 c ou 1 d , 
although I don't think it does, refer~ to the pending 
meeting. But if the passage does i~rl=.r t1r: c·r1rl:f:r, 
brief, chance meeting on the street, tr·1e 1rr.r1l~_cat1.on is 
that Gallaher does not consider Chandler worthy of the 
time which they spend toget}1er. Ari, a·, •· ',,. i S V 1· r:,. '·-" 0 f. .. • . G • • _.,_ . .._jll' -r,· 
Chandler is augmented by the physical description of 
him which follows immediately: 
He was called Little Chandler because thol1rr'r-. r·e ,r~r:" "b:•~ <""l i ~htly ' ~f_~)l l ... • ,". {--'- 0 \.. __ · .-! l...J V ......... .,...1 (".t 
· Under t h Cl a V pr r-1 ( ,· p C' +- ,~, -t- . ' y, (.' 
·, . p r .. ~ 'H P_-...... '--'" "-,..,..- - ~,,). - . ~ .. -1 . I -_JJ-4 ~ ,I I .... 
-- ' ' • M •• ---
-, '\,_.,. •• • •• One t , _ e 1' n' L) a O -I"' 1~ ~ -~ . - - . ,.... l : ct.. •- -, -- ·-· r 1 )" r 1 __ .l, ~ 1_ ~-~- ~--~ i.__ ~ _ ·• ! -·~ +-.;;._ __ 1 ....... ' •. J J .. .__ ~ ... ,~ __ : •• , • H 1· s ha 11 d. s ,. , i e r· P 1..r 'r 1 -:- :---., , , -. , · ; , • -, -~ ··. ~' ·-'.....:... I,._... 'f ' ...... -- ~-· '. __ .,, ( .--""' • -- • \ _,' •. , '.,, ...... _, .... ' his frarie v1as :'r"'.2.·~---, le.'., ,-_: ;'. ~/'.-: r~c:: Was q111. et ar•(i 'r···. ·i <' ,,-. ..-i ,··, 
--.. ,,,. ••• ·r·· -. 
' 
- . - ~ -- ... • . • l •. '---' '. . '. ,:_., - , ; .. 1 .• : ' _ , ; I I i ' ' • '. __ '. refl. ned ;·µ -1--00 1 • +-····.----. 
-·y·,---- .,;__ -.- ..... 
_ • . : ,...,. :j 1. '-- t ., r • ( _ __., · ~ • :.: ,_ ::. '· , ' · • -, '-car e o -C' h i c r a -; ...,,., c-· '. ~1 1 ,· :: • -. • • • :_ y, ·-t )'1,_ d l . ...... 0 -- _...)... '- _ -~ ~--1 _ ,_,.__ ! \. , ____ , ... ~ .. . , ~.. ,;. "---• • .:, moustache a11c1 t1secJ rc~-~-·f'· ;:·:(:: d l. SC re e .i- 1 y o·.r, ,/_ -~- ~ 1
. -, ,,.., -- · .- ; '. • ,· ..,.,., --· ·._ •·• ·1_ 
-~ .:-' 
L, , J t I i i.._ · r ,-··· r , , '., j ~ • 1 , , ___ _. ......_ t .,,._ ..._ .I,....;,. .._ \.,,) ... ._ ,._ __ -4_ ._ ,_, ""':.., ···--~· .... '. __ ,,••-a. >~ ... The }1al f ffiOQY' C Of' i,-, -~ c-~ ,- ri ; l r; ,,·r·~- e - • • ... ...L. 0 ) ...... "' .. •. \_ ,> ,_ - · .. ,k .... H .... "4 1, ) ' t •.,._.,.• ~ Per f e Ct an Ci i. r }---i o ,-: l·' ri r:: ... ·i i ... , : ; . ~ O' ~ , - . - .l. Y • ,,. ,._ \.....,.... .... ..... .. - \._, ~ • ... • _,_ -~ ._, .. • 'f-
-i..,;I., 
" caught a glimpse of' :1 t·o~,.; o( 
childish white teet}1.(80) 
The implications of the description are staggeri.r~g; 
Chandler is established as nearly J:)8.thetic ir:.. r1is 
ineffectiveness. He was not :pa.r1 tict1larly small, and 
') yet he 11 gave one the idea of being a little man.• He 
·, 
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went to great lengths to make himself attractive, but 
nobody seems to have not i. ced; he has sticceeded in 
establishing himself in people's ~:~~ds si~rlY as Little 
Chandler. And Joyce, significantly, 
other name throughout the story. 
As the frame of reference 1.•1idens and the back-
ground scenery clarifies, v,e see Little c;,,.;J.t·>::.l.c:: .. sitting 
at his desk, and another aspect of this 
man is examined and clarified. In co~trast to ~1is 
assessment of Gallaher as 11a bri 111 ar1. t Ct r~'..J: .. r::· C!~ 
London Press," Chandler sees his 0111n rnec11a!':i.cEil • .;r\tir1g 
as "tiresome, 11 qnd he proceed,s to gaze ot1t r11s wi:1clow. 
His reaction to the . 1·, . . . 1 .y• -, ~" -:, ~·,_c~ ~ -~ 
, 
~- 1-·, Y. ~ .. ~.l ~ 
. • 
s c en e __ s o t) _ i •.. ,~... .. , .~ • ; .... o . ""' '"·· ~ .. c e .. .. .. .. the 
romantic glow of an au.tumn sunset colors a :-~c(;?.:(: ~·1·t". ~ c:1 
seems particularly depressing -- the nurses, tri~e ol1 men, 
significantly decrepit, the scrca~i~g children are all 
enough to evoke a sense of melancholy i~ a s0?:~~tive 
man, but not in Little Chand.ler; 
11 of life, 11 and the melar1c11oly must spr i nr: from his 
thoughts rather tha~ from \~1}1a t is 
reminded of Stephen Dedalus, who, 
One is 
the rivulet, meets a young girl, attractive, sensuous, 
and earthy, and idealizes 1·1er, as or:J2.- Step-her1 car?. 
idealize, and misses 
subs ti tu ting his own self-centered, ethereal i.(iea of 
beauty. ·so, also, does Chandler miss the reality of 
! 
\ 
I 
., 
·-~: .. •.,,-_ ... 
_ ,. 
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the moment as his feeling of melancholy springs from 
1 i.f e II ( 81 ) • But there is more to this 
the children are not laughing, 
shouting, but, rather, they are 
or 0 .,... l~~r.er"" ;. ' ·--¥ • ~ ...... 
in tt1e light 
the 
word cannot be accidental, but affor1s a~ 
Chandler I s basic atti t1.1cle to\'lard C!1i ldren in 5eneral. 
And finally, as Warren Beck poi~ts out, we are 
introduced to the element of every~an, 11 t \~ ~ 1 o .,,., :,,. v 1,· e ..... •• -.4 ..,.,.. ~ ... t_) " 
in which Little Chandler is to be held as he ~ t, ••r,,, .. -ef_.t,,,,.,._ ,, . .- .......  
across central Dublin" (Beck, p.16 ). Joyce says: 
He [Chandler] felt ho111 useless i. t \•1as t O S tr U o~ f; 1 f'"::l a CT::."':! l fl r t T Or .. L,. - i , ,...,, (j t'. '.n l ('_"' · C) t J '-" i:;,, ..____.... _;_ ' - ,.::i ~ 
- , -I. • - ,,_, , ~ • • • •J being tl1e 1)1J.rc1e~(1 o-f' \•Ji sc1c;~. 1,·:~: 1 ct-~ the ages l1ad bequeathed. to }·-i L ~ .. ( l:: l ) 
And Chandler is right; the Dubl :1 n rn e·,·, t '-• ·1 ~ .. l/ has ,. .., ... ~·~ ......... .A,.o._..,,_l..,.._,· .. ' 
bequeathed to him the futility of strl1.r;r:le, 1:,tit it is 
this futility which Joyce overca~e and which he 
constantly tried to teach others to overcome. By 
attributing this idea to Little Cr1andler, tt1e a,.J tr1or, 
through the irony of its divergence from his owri 
philosophy reveals a great deal about the character he 
has created. 
Our extended introduction to Little Chandler is 
not yet complete. Having been introduced to the tedium 
a. :;---- of his business life, we must no\t, take~corresponding 
... 
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look at his home life. It is difficult to feel no 
pathos for the little clerl{ v1hose 11or:1e life 1s so 
stifling that he cannot 0 read 011t 
without being overwhelmed by shyness. 
to {1ts wife• 
But tr1e 
which Little Chandler sati.sfies his love of poetry 
forces our emotion from patY~os to r,:. t2,r, a worcl \•1r~tch 
carries with it the impli.cation of cletac!·~:::·=·~~t. 
part of the observer; one may feel :i:a tr1c,s at 
strong man being broken, pity at seeinc a do~ • • f)e \ n er 
' ,!ll!o .• ·f~j_ 
·~•-.:--· 
beaten by a stick. I t i s q. ti i t e c l C; a r , f, r o ::: ti 1 i s s i. n g 1 e 
paragraph, that Little Chandler I s JJroblems clre, to a 
great degree, self-determined. There is no mention of 
any ridicule his wife might subject him to if he tried 
to read her some poetry. rie ,..;as 
his own shyness -- he never even botr1er~2d to tr:l. tn~ -! tlUS, 
through the first four paragraphs of t}1e story, \tie are 
introduced to virtually every asr·ect of' I .. t t tlc! 
Chandler's character. The rest of' tr1e clarify 
the picture which has been sketc}1ed to this poir:t, but 
the basic characterization has beeY1 drawn. We have 
met a slight, ineffectual, shrinking, da~r-dre(J.:-::: ~:g, 
rather morose little man who is locked at a des}< dt2ri ng 
the day, and locked in his own pessimistic self-denial 
all day and all night. It is no wontler that j 
When his hour had struck he stood 
up and tool{ leave of his d i::sl-: and his fellow-clerks puncti l i OlJ.s ly. ( 81) 
•. 
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.Punctilious ineffectiveness may sum up Chandler to this 
point. Be on time to wherever you are goin&, but don't 
do anything once you get there. 
In the light of Chandler's imminent 0 poettc 
moment," his emergence into the Dubli.11 streets takes 
on new meaning: 
.. 
Bu.-·.t.·_:: 
" '' , 
The golden sunset was waning and 
the air had c~rovm sharn. 1\ hc)rde 
of grin1::l chi. lr1rc.1t: f 1 c1r:.'.:~l2. t . .--__"ct ~:::c: 
S tr e e +- rr 11 p -._ T C' .:. f) (: (] ,.--, ,.-, .., ' ..--, ·, . - ·, - ·~. ' . 0 , L., • .... I -". , __ 1 l t, .. ) l___., ·--. -- ' I ·- ·- ..,._ ~ / ... - ..... 
. J' .. "' _,_ '-· 
road wa~r or c r·E1. \·r ~L ,;r_: · :. 1. :_-. t. r. : · ::. ,-. : :·.: be f Ore t l--1 p rr2. r·: i -,-1 ;""' ( 1 C) (~:, ,-, c• )' l c, ,-, ' ' , l .... ~· Pd l . ~ (_) .~ .. · .... . • _' - , ,.J., ~ ., - \. , 
- \ C • ·!. , I • V \,, ,_,, 11. k e m 1· C e 1 l p O n t Vi C) t'- ~ -, ~ r. C" ·, .. 0 ·1 r1' r- ( ;~ 1 ) • • 
'""'""" ~ _# • - - • ,II- \.. , 
- -, - '-.c .... ,;.; ... .;. _-,d' -- \ • lr,,.J • \ ~c ._:) 
Little Chandler gave them no th ht r. . l -, . • ... f' t 1 Oug He Dl ("' ~rP(l ;,--, 1 C' ·.·;:1 ,:r (1 p ·, y . ~ • • l • .. •. ,_, - \. ,._, ·., • .. • u J I -• ,} .• J, •. _, "' .. th r O l1. f fl a 11 t Y'l 3. t. T:: ! ·r . ' ;_ ~- (? ·_r 1 • ;-. ~:. I ? : -l •k 1·.n • . ,, - . ,r'I l e ·1 I e a )-.. r '\ , , -.. ,_., .... .<"'"' " {1 -; ~~ ....-- , ' --. ,----11 r r ~ .- ' _ ....... ,., ,. • C • 
_,__ --- .- ~ 
- •. ,_..i., • ~-. - -~'. 1 ~ f .l. '..__ .. ' • F ••. ' It-~'• ' .... , ~- i . .._.!' 'r't ;. ! the r.r a. l Y1 t 0 ··r::, r, ,n ,,;__ -,. ~ l -i ,, : • I •• ; ,n. -, . ' ·," C.) l, - - 0 .. ,j, _, ·._, l_/ 1. L -~- , . '--"· _ . ,_. •.. _.,. .... ..., 
Wh l• c1"' t}1 e· 0 l (1 'r ('I 1) i l ; -!V- ~ r O :' :·,, '',-: ·1 1 1"\ I l .. - ,. .. .. -._1 ·~ ._ - • r 
_ ;...) ,.J. .j-.. .... • ,_, had roistered.(81-82) 
' Is this the mind of even a minor poet? Little Chandler 
is becoming more Dedalian as the story 
more, Warren Beck is illuminating: 
He "gave them no thou.ght," el tt1er in themselves, or ir1 co:::rvir~ sor: 
. t,_ } . . ,... ! W 1 I'" I 1 '] s Q ~ • T Yl ·1 y; : ,:--~ ' 1 --;'- ': ,r ·, '1 • 
.. • -~ '- ~ • - .. •., .. •. - c... • . '-' • j \. ·"' - • ' t t .,, ,, -,. "Vl ' , 'T ~ ..... ' ~ .,._ j .·, " ,..-, I . , - - -,. ' - ' ~ ' : r ' , . ,. -- .k , l .. , '" ~ , 
(• . .,-, ' .,~ 
T, _ _.i ,., 
c on _ a s . . ~- l_., • • o L, •• ,. ~ ~ -- _ • . _ ,_ 
had D 1 a 11 eel t }· 1 r:i ,·: 1 r; r· l ,r r, ~ r·, · ·- - . -; ,,, r ry,, ..!... - ,,, __ , -- "' • ,._,., , , 4 L_ ··-.....~· • .,._.,.. L....) · _, t_ \ .. , .,.. _,.,-~ '-"'"J ... • !- ·j th]. s sa 7nr:, ct'·,-..,..., e 1- t:. . ,·,--·.-,- - ·: -. (. ·, .. 
' 
,# l 11 C, l.....) I - (::: ~ V • ... ,I, " . ·--~ ... - ,, ~ ,,._ _, PO e t 1 •,/ }, 0 I' 8 • i l l "': r II t ,1,., 0: ·. : -· >- ~- ~ . 1 ; r e- II ', • . ,c;. ~.·-1 , l.,,,,_ .. 1. 
. I, 1 
._; 
• •-,,. • ~ .... +. .. 
and n o t f i_ ::.'") EJ ·t o f" }· 1 1_ : : : ~:; c: -~- c .- :. ~-~ : t s 
me lanc}1 o J_ y JJr t s O!~ e I' ::~ :_ -· ~·. ~- ~. ·_.:. 1.; c; 
C onsi dere·rl t}-,r)~r. (·i··, i l i; )''>;·,,, ·,·, ,,-\,-·e -~- - ~~ J,,,._,._.r\_..'1-" ..._/.44_. _ ... ·--~-'- .. " ,, .... \_,.,.,.) 
It s t-v.u CY' O' 1 e a r~·a 10 ' ' C' .i.. (' Q -...~> -i-' ,,-· ~ ! I •• ,.-, r"'. • r· ,,. LC... ,... . ·._:i l I r L •·, I-· ,,,., _ - 0 ,__; ,. CJ .... , .,._ J - ....... 1 ·. _ _. .. - - ··--· , • \.__.. w indeed more severe than his. (Beck, p. 165) 
Once 
.. 
• 
I 
I 
JO 
As the young Stephen Dedalus so often did, Chandler 
loses himself in his thotJ.(r,r·1ts and, thereby, misses 
the reality on which all valid literature must, 
ultimately, be based. 
The next paragraph, as Chandler reflects on Corless'$ 
Pub and his nocturnal diversioris, st:,r'~1-=s~s 
into his heretofore re la ti vel~,r r1arr:-;or:. i ou s 
sone diccord 
Chandler had never before been in Corless•s, and yet: 
The seeming inappropriateness of the reference to the 
Atalanta myth tends to make me read that as Chandler's 
analogy. Atalanta Was a fast :ru Y'l ~·. er ar j'; """ ·,, c, · · ·' ····· ·" .,, . l !. J. , ( ,. ;. ....... !..., • • ~- t 1i l .; ..• •_;~ ,, .. 
"caught up their dresses" rapidly, one would presume, 
but a far better analogy, I would thi.nk, could be drawn 
and Joyce, I am sure, was qu _i te ca .,,..J·,a ·c· l .---. cJf' 'Y"Pn 1 ~ ':' ~ .~.r:r 
• .!- . - ...,_..... - .... -- '-"" a ..... ·~ ....,.. -· • ·~ 
the fact!" \Ji thout pressing that point, !-:owever, .. ' 
.. rre· l,,, • - ~. 
paragraph is still a mystery. 
waiters and the lavishly dressed wo::'e:-. con tr! bute to 
the exotic motif which pervades Du bl: ::,·r_:_;;_ ;,?~r: w!:: er: wi 11 
play an important role in "A Little ,.,.., , fl ,. tr··-··~ 1. · 
·..J -- l,~,. ,_) l -'- !'+_- ~ • ' .. t 
·tJ 11a 
bothers me however, and may be it should.n 1 t, is the \_/ 
reason for Little Chandler's being out, alone, late 
Jl 
enough at night to nottce fashionable ladies emerging 
from cabs in front of Corless•s. And he had not only 
passed a few times: 
He had always passed \'li tho· .. J t turning his head to look.(82)(italics mine) 
Combine this night-walking, 
Chandler would not cross on 
in a SE:C ti O!: 
with his almost pathological searcr::ine; OL~t , .. 01 '-· ,.,., e ~ " ',' o;s. .. _,; .... -~ 
darkest narrowest streets to \t1all< do\trn ancl \•tha t emerges 
is a somewhat different look 
than, I think, anyone has bothered to ~otice. ... ... 't i! . . \""t. ""' Clo •• 
want to apply anything quite so stron~ as a Freudian 
death -w1· sh, but the 1· mpl1· cati_O.!~ -~ c- ..;-,-,,:-it· .n~·-:1 1-:r; 1 P,.._ ·1· S - . - - :... w l,... "" M t_ __ ,4 ;..j -J • .. ''-""'-,, ,.i '-.~·~ ...-.. -'"')"· Jt 
-
perhaps using too weak a word when 
as his "dominant note. 11 M 1 '1 •. 1· l'1 ,1 , ., rr . . • ~ e a ... C .. 0 I 1 .•• .'C .... .tCv .,., "' 
acceptance of a world one lac or: l_ c:J.11;/ tr1inks cotild be 
better and of one I s place i.n t,r1a t v;orld. It ts a 
passive emotion, imposed. by a realization of tr¥e 
imperfection (perhaps absurdity) of the world and its 
people. The role of the typical Stl bor~ci ~ ?~~1 tc 1 a role 
Little Chandle~ seemingly, has devoted a life-time to 
creating, is passive, and melancr1oly could very ,,1ell be 
its most dominant note. But Cha~dle~ is not a simple 
character; the pa.ssi vi ty which sho:,;,ld acco~::r~a:-.y 
melancholy is not a part of this little ~an. The 
imperfection of the world is not passively accepted, but 
)2 
actively sought, ana. there in 1 i es one of the ke:1s to 
'-" 
the story, and. to all of ~;hl:~ers. 
actt vely seeks, as Little C!1a11d ler· sc:e~·:s ti:r: n,t~,: .. ~cst 
and narrowest streets" on his \t1alks tt,1roti;:i1 cc~r:.tr·t1.l 
Dublin late at night. And again, the incide11 t is not 
uncommon: 
••• and at times a sound of low f ·t· 1 }t -, .. · 'l rr ~ - r1 ~ r· ~ r-, ,rs. , ~~ ..... .,.... -~ T! u g 1 1 v e a ti c, i e r ; : . et\ ~. ,....., ~ • _ . , . L, .. e .. , o · e 
like a leaf.(82)(italics ~i~e) 
Little Chandler, apparently "courted the causes of his 
fear" on a regular basis. The imolication of .. 
active role in his own life i.s important. No lons;cr 
can he be seen as "the 'little cloud. 1 of the title, 
blown about by Gallaher's whim" (Levin ar:.d. Si:att:,:ck, p.71). 
If Chandler is "blown about, 11 as he, of course, 
sometimes is, the impetus is not always from wtthout; 
, 
in at least this one paragraph, he is "blo\o:!'; a."to-;•· 11 by 
an internal wind, a psychological wtnd w~ict 
puff by puff, from the external Dublin environn:e?1t, but 
became substantial and self -su s t~:1 i ~-~ i. ~:p: ,.., i. t:1 in. 
Little Chandler's active role in the creation of 
his life will become increasingly importa~t . . a ~ •· .,,..,. ·""' ,~ I ~ 11 •=• 
.;;;,_ '-"• .,._ story 
progresses, and the subordinate role could, conceivably, 
be Overlooked Were Joyce not me·tic·, 1 lc1··r· 8···.,."'0''~h to , u.· ~ ,i. __ ',l.u ··-~ 1.,-.!:~1· . 
remind us of it in the form of Little 
reminiscence about the "many signs of future greatness• 
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which he had noticed in Gallaher so long ago. The 
"signs" prepare us for Gallaher, but they also rem1r:.d 
us of the subordinate creat1J.re Ltttlc Cha!'!d1cr 
'~ "' - , 
as they recall his opening assess:-:1 er: t of r;;l] L,!,cr and 
evaluation of his own merits. Chandler had said earlier, 
It was something to have a 
friend like that.(80) 
Now he admits that Gallaher 
••• did mix wit}1 a rakish 
set of fellows at that time.(82) 
If we consider that one member of 
•·•rakish set• 
was Little Chandler, himself, we lear:1 
that the 11 rakish set" was, at least in 
Pt t .. rs , 
less "rakish" than Char1dler would care to admit; and 
second, that Chandler, the subord:::~:te, canr-ot realize 
Yet that boorishness, no matter }1ow imoressivclv 
. ~ 
extroverted it may be, is not a 
first real look at Gallaher is the saying he •1sed to 
repeat (apparently quite often) when sor::eti1lng was 
wrong: 
-- Half time, now, boys, he used 
to say light-heartedly. Where's 
my cons1 er1 __ L, cap. (} ·d ·nrr ? ( 0 J) 
Our 
Chandler finds the saying so clever that he experiences 
pride from his associati.on with it; we, however, 
realize that it is 
Chandler: 
trite and hackneyed. Thinks 
·-f 
l r.~ 
t 
' 
~. 
l f· 
t 
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That was Ignatius Gallaher all out; and_ d.amr.. it , ~lot, 
couldn't but ad~ire him for it. (83) 
The discerning reader must realize that that, indeed, 
was Ignatius Gallaher, but tr:at, clar::r. it, no admiration 
is called for. And in the lie;l1t 
stimulus, Chandler's self-elevated feelings of 
superiority become ludicrous. 
would be if they remained so. 
How simple the story 
The importance of the scene in which little 
Chandler experie:r1ces his poet i. c mom13n t car~r~ot be 
overstated. The relationst1:i n of tr·~e rc1 t(:t:t_:al artist to . ' his actual artistic creation is a the~e ;~ith 
deals extensively, even exha,Jst:ivel:l, in his later~ .. ;arks. Stephen Dedalus 1 s ethereal rJoe:~~ 11 t:'o E. C. 11 arr.d }1 is 
subsequent vi llanelle are central to ;. .. ~ C'?~ :: :~~~ ~. -.·. of the Artist as a Young Man; • 11 • f""h k • C • . • ,_ ' t.,- ~ ~ ,,_ii ~ ... •-' ~. 
-,.. ,t~ ~...,.->j, 
.. 1 s ..:> .... a 1.es t:·ec.. ... c.. c ~ ~ ....... :.. c . .,,,;i • ., .. ~1 r r, ~ ...... 'ti-ls;,._ • 
the parable of the plt1r:1s r-:-i.arl{ his arti.stic growtr1 in Ulysses. But here, so rnt1.ch earlier·, !.s ar~ot}1e~ vtew of 
the artist, and the relationship of the artist tc ~~is 
art is as crucial here as in any of the later works. It 
may even be found to illtJ.n1inatc those later wc,rks and 
cast doubt upon some deep preconceptions of 
artistic purpose. 
Jo,rce I s 
"' 
As Little Chandler quickens his pace and heads 
toward Grattan Bridge, he experi..ences a revelation: 
• 
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There was no dot1bt about t t: 
if you wanted to succee~ you 
had to go ai·1ay. "/0;_2 cotJ.lci do 
nothin~ in ~1blin. (bJ) '--
.. 
Many critics have recog11tzed a basi..c theme in this 
passage, and a few have ?1oted. tr:c 1.rony i=~ :..L ttle 
Chandler's voicing of it. Warren Beck says: 
That this is a ~eneral Jovcean 
'-> 
... th e rn e d O e C"' n O t '; r) P (' 1 , : ,·, r• i • · ,..... L.) .,._ ...., l ; . .._. .._ _ _,1 -- • , • ____ _.,,. ... L- ,..:) be l ~11 C" "(lean l,0y1 p ;·, C' ~'. -r·.~; ,.,..;.: (;1' 1 a· r ......_ -,. ...i.. 
.... .L ...... \._; __.. -. -- L_,! ·-· ~ -·-"'-"' ! ..... ,_-<'' i.., ...... ~~ 
-
The realization of the 
m
·o· uth1· ng these words 1· s as clo~e· +-o t''l 0 'r'0.'1 ·1: ,,.,-, ... : r-.r of 11..,..) l" l • t.:; • _,_,.. r,.,.. ..... .,. -- _ ... ·---~ _,, 'ff-. .,. -1 ~ • 
the meaning of this passage as any cri.tic, w!;o::: I 
could find, has come. But, I think, the irony goes 
deeper than that, and, in fact, calls for a basic change 
in critical outlook of a major Joyce thc~1c. rp ·n· e·· t '¥'·~ ·O,, . "U' 
,Ai: 
-'-!It~. • jj, ~ J 
of this situation lies in the fact that irnmedtatelv 
"" 
following his assertion that "You r:o,:ld do nothing in 
Dublin II 
' 
Little Chandler experiences 11·" ; o~ ~ .. -
the ultimate creative poetic moment. !,I e \.-s a,... no'- 1 er• {,. ;l, v •• iv - " \, 
Dublin to experience it; he, rat~1er, does 1-1i1at Stephen 
Dedalus will learn to do between the ti~e 
vi llanelle and the time of the parable ·Of~ t}1e 
¥"\ 1 tl~· S·· • 
·-,,,.t-'.... olj,.ii,j • ... 
he uses the city of Dublin, the city which he knows so 
well, to construct a poetic simil.e. J o '/ c e ' s poi n t i s .. , 
not to leave Dublin and travel to England, or France, 
.. ~ .. -- -----·· - . 
-
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or Trieste,for that matter, but, rather, to leave the 
intellectual atmospl1ere which stifles crcativ'.ty under 
the three n PtS Of ·11at1.·_o.,,1 .. a] ; ___ +-:_::-, re-- l i :-.. : 0'''"\ nnr·l 1 ~.,...~.-~ ···"J'e - _ .l _ V =' ... -.. ,. , I '. • • ' <;;.,.,. .. ,_. _a .. v't_) _.l,!;,,•/ 2 • 
As we will see later, the mere 
from Dublin is not sufficie11t to 
nets; 
-. .. ~, .... 
i J. ll 1 !,. f 
.. 
qualities of London and the 
entrapment in even the most 
.... ,., r"' •. "l "-- , .,...,. __ . O C' r:- • '·-. -~ • •. '!:' -_/""\. .. • .,~ ""' --. ' ,,..._ - C - " 18 -· ,1 · r , :I I , .1 !· - , '1- · ~--"!I' !II \-..,. V 1,.J ..... ' ... : .. _ ....... ~- .,-, , '-.-l -~ .. ' ... f" V· "'"I'- ..... ... ,,._.d. l,, "" ' ..a.: ~ ~ 
Conroy, in contrast, \·1ill come to a rr11-JCr! fuller 
reall. zat1· on 0~1 11· fe and de, a- th .... ·1·1:ac r ;-, .,.,, ~ .. cir""'.:, r. l .,__,..._ in . . ... .. .. .. l,- • ill> .. ··--· ,!I' ... ,,_.• .~<' ;fol .. ,., ;" '-;,.-d dlM, v. ,,~ .. If 
Dubliners, and he will 
e :-1-_-- ,... 1 1 c· T"' 
- .. - .... .. , 
physically moving from the room where he, 
could not come to a similar realization. 
~,: " + 
T t . . }., th • • ,i ~- •• ltt e 
implication is clear: 
emptying of the city of Dt.1.blin and e~<ra tri at i or:. to :7.ar~e 
stimulating environments, an in tel lecttlal a\•;ai<er:. ~- r1;; 
within that city which would na 1, .. e-_- 'rn it, l_ i_ ·r"': :_ t·,. r, 1 f' tL1e ... ' .. "- u \_., ~ -~ ·~ .. . , .... ·\..1 .,_., -. __ , ..... '""' f 
stimulating environment l1e soue;ht. Of cot1rse, tr1e 
quality of Little C}1and.ler I s 11 extenclecl r:atl1etic .. 
fallacy" (Beck, p. 166) l• S C Om, r. e- .,,.,, .-::- ';_ l Y" 2. t- r.:,. \•I ; t-_ h t he • • t • « .. U ·._, , '*'' V ·.,_,. .,_..,_ V 
thirty-two years he has spent in tr1e 1-nt.eJ.l.cc·::ia .. lly 
stifling atmosphere of Dublin's fair c:i.ty. 
critics have noted before, the simile is childish, 
r ather farced' and' 1· n the end al l 01,rr•, 1 
.l.- Q, (:'.'" 1 .;. ""'I a-way J · ....... -... - It ..... ,, I __ .. _ ~.., ..J w- ......... -~-· !-i-" ' 
undeveloped. But the point is that it does p "{ 1 .,-. ...... 
- ~ .. -- • __ l l, J and it is brought on by Littl.e Chandler's admitting to 
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himself, however unconsciously he does so, that it ls 
not "useless to strur;r;le aGa:i 11st fortune. n !3ltt it is 
too late for Little Chandler; he has ; 'r'l .. l , ·~1· ·e ... ., ... . 
intellectually stifling atmosphere of~ Du tJl "i r.. too long. 
What he could have become is buried beneath what he 
has become, and yet l1e is left \•ii t:r: so::·0 vest i g~e of 
awareness although that awareness is, as! will show 
later, severely limited. 
The complexity of Little Chandler's character shows 
1 1 e h • t • t I h t• I • 
• ft ' 
~ 
..._ , I ... ""'· C,.. _..., ., ~ ~ r' "t~ _..... ,-.-~ --
c ear y in 1 s rea.c ion o l, e !-.,o,,:, l, •. c rho .... ~ .. '.J •• t~ just experienced. The comic absurdities are well 
known: 
He weighed his soul to see if it was a poet's soul. (84) 
One wonders if he weighecl t t in grams or in ounces. 
The absurdities contin1J.e: 
He began to invent sentences and Phrases ·fr OT!~ t }''1 C Tl O t 1. CC:,<.~ ~.d. i C 'i·, ._- - ••~ .......... ~ hi s l1 o o l,c 1· Jo 1) l cl :-- -- e t: • > ~ r· . ~~ ·'. . ~ ·:. ! . : }. c r 
Ver ("1 e r .. ; " .i_ .r•' 1 1 c•,.' \ • • ... -- -·, .--, .::> o o • " ..i.. 1 ~\' . .!_ ~..:.) f_, .L t_ .. _ _ • ..,; c~ ·· ~: __ r"--~~ :~ ~~ ---
• • • • 
And they conclude v1i th childish concern over the value 
of a name: 
It was a pity his name was not more Tri. sh-looki !1f(. ferha ns \.. -~ 
..... it 1t101..1ld be bcttt?1· t:o i ~~~,?rt hi S mot}~l81--) 1 S Y1a1::e l)C: f' C'r·•:; tr·2e surna.rne: 
Char1dler, 
T. f·1alone 
Or ~o· e ..i.. ..:_ .~ y-_J f f t~. i r ., VJ\.._;..._ 
Char1dle:r,. 
r,+-i 11 0 V.-
..... (84) 
'I 
)8 
What few critics have noticed is that nestled among 
Little Chandler's comic absurdities is a valid 
self-analysis: 
Melancholy was the dominant 
n O t e O "10 11 ·i r-, t e r'T"' n p ~ ~ •-·, ,-.. • ·,--, •- ~1 .~ l. r , .--.. -- [·': • 'r .... 1 ,,-· i~ .ir 
• • 4 -- ._, •••• ::··· -" .~ -· - •. ,_, ~ • \_. ' •• _,. 
th O N' l~ .l- bi J +- ~ -I.- ' • .-, ro ,- •' -- I ' 1 y- 0 )'"l• Q 1 y 
... ll ~1 l l l., ' . L. LI 1• l., ,', • '.. ,...> '·· :_ , •• '~; - ,:_.. • ~ ....,. • • -. . 
t em De r. · e- Ql b -... r r n ,-. l 1 Y• 7-• :=, ·, -. r, (1 c~ (..-..., ~ ' ,; ' 
1
".":1 i f~ l'"'I 
-L V ~ ,._.... \..,~.. ...... ...... \_.. .. -- \...._., .,._ .. ' .. __ . . __ j .. -- ·----- -- V. ' 
and resignatLo~ a~6 s.L2plc joy.(84) 
Warren Beck, again, is enlightening: 
Some may read 11 rectJ.rret1ces of 
fal. t'lr,. a'nd re S 1 c:--,- ~ -1.- i ()'i' rj ·,·. ; ..... 1 •. .., 1)1 e r ! .-. ,_ ( , ~ _. C... l, • - '-" ~ - ' .._ • ·• . L t..) • " • ,,; " -
J• Oy II a S I11 8· I' 8 l -, T r-;~ <'l r' 1 ' ·-:-:: .-, .;. ; y, ,-. ;~ • ~ 
1 J - 1._} .... \.._. - ,_.,,. ~-..I (. 4 0 ... - --_,.. " ,· ' i 
cum1i lat j_ v e cl .L c ~-~ 6::; , "'.~ ,:~: '~. ·., .. i. ·~~- : .. s 
I. t O de 1: -s;l .i.. 1 1....., ~- T. i 1- -t~ 1 (-:-: ,...-, , ·· ··; ·, · ·; -, .-. "' ·-. ":') y ~ _ L, I • ct L, - •. L, .. _ -· ._, - • c ·• • - - . -.~ .c •• ; (_,. . .... 
have e "'r -oe r -i C·· .,., C , .. 1 ; r,' • r• : : , ,,... ; .. ·. .:.. r:-
.i ,._ . , L ..:. .:.. _- . , ·.,. • .J l. '· ~·· · · . - - • -" '.. • • • ...., .. .., 1 
and ma "'[ .n C " l ; ~ '1 -, ~, ··,1 ; • "· ~ . ·, ~- n , , 1 ...) f-....l r 1 • , 1 l : ~ • r u 
• ! • V -· , ,_, - • • -~ • • • • ,) '- • -- • ·-·· .:_ • , • • ·-
further recurrence? ( i'.cclc, p. 168) 
Who, indeed, is to deny Little Chandlc~'s self-
evaluati on in the light of what we i1a vc see!:, or wi 11 
see, of him? We have seen hi~ resigned to the life he 
leads; we have seen him fai t}rf~1;.l .:.. 0 L, the rnemory of a 
friend from whom he has not heard. i. 11 
and we will see the pure and simple joy he derives from 
giving Annie a blouse w!:ich cost him too much in both 
cash and embarrassment. 1
·/ha t e·· ver"' pl ~ ('· r IT ko .... l r• C'.r-:a···. n .. :.Q~ l_er y '-' - 1.J ·- __. -· L, l., ·- '-' - -
is unaware of, and we will see just how extcL::;: vc tl:is 
field is, he is aware of the basic r.uman 
possesses, and that awareness will be of crucial 
importance in interpreting his reactions 
~llaher in the next section of the story. 
l1e 
Joyce must arid one more fine, artistic brush-stroke to 
.... --·,~·~·'•'-'~----- . 
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the portrait he is painting. Little Chandler 1s, above 
all, comic in his ineffectuality. r-;o rnatter~ how 
Little Chand.ler is so seriously concerned., we are 
forced to lau.gh at the slan-st,.i.c1( :::anner in ,,,hicl,: 
He p11rstled l1i s re,1c1"l:r so ardently that l1e passed ~1:Ls street ancl had to turn back. (84) 
And finally, the last act L:i ttle Ct1ari .. ctler performs before 
typical: 
As he came near Corless•s his former agitatior bern~ to 
overma.ster }1i.rr. o..t:cl }·1e t~::.1lted before the door in i?~dcclsion.(84) 
The cornplexi ty of Li ttJ.e Chandler is tl1us l'1ell 
established; he is far more comnlex 
... 
characters in any of the precedj_nr 
think, Lenehan, his nearest rival. 
ar1y of the 
of his character well establ;_shed, we may look at Little 
Chandler's meeting with Ignatius 
continuation of characterizatto11 ever .. t tt[1 l ly, 
to Chandler's one decisive act at the story's end. 
; 
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Chapter III 
In order to realize the significance of Little 
Chandler•s reaction to Gallaher, we rnt1st t1r:.c1c~?"0~~~J.r:d 
exactly what Gallaher, himself, is reall:t t,/i 11 tam 
York Tindall compares him to Corley of "Two Gallants•: 
Gallaher • • • is br i ;···c~ ter and more art 1. Cu 1 a t e th a 11 r, (':) Y· -1 r:·, ', - t Y' 0 t l c- ·, 1 1 ; ir e .._J _j' ..... • ..._ ~ \ ,t J ... "" ,_._ J ·-~ .. .. ' 
~•- .... _ "' I,,._ h l. rn C V"llJ d e ,...., __,. r·-r r-, ,.,,_ r· ·1 • p -~-- ,,_ ..... ,·; 
__ r· ._r ~- .... , __ r-- ~ ~ --
- "'- e- a'"' 
I -
.,._,_,, :. .i .. ~ . . , -~ . i • , J • ! ., , , ~ - ' r ! ~ i' . i· ~ • ,r -. ',fi .-... 
' 
...... 
- ' (_.L.·~- -) l 
--# ~_., ... __ _) 
... '• 
--,.. 
_ ... -
- '-
--- ..; ... '-~J .... ' • ..,, iol,, ,.J :_ • Ent er nr 1· s ~ 'Y~ -:_;- 0 r·: c· ~ ' '. ,- ·,··. -~-. r·, .r ', 1_ - :·· • • ·' -· ( •• ' ' • •• ' µ . .L..i. ... ~~~ ,.._.._ ... _ JI~·',\· .. ... _.11..__~' ~ .1.- .-
.. 
-· ... __ . \ .. __ ' .. .-.. .• 
_ .. '· 
-
l_ , he r e tu r r~ s t o T),3. t. r) C> ! ·: : z c: : ~ : ~-; · ;_ : . ; · :~ . ·"' , -_. : , r r- : s i ng friend_ a8a to cor1d.escer1d to ciear·, clirty Dublin. 1 --
Tindall's reading of "A Little Cloudllf recalls the early 
assessment of the story 
S tt1dy 
.. ,.--- ..... 
I t R ',.j 
of the moaning poet and the l)ros·cerotis 10:.Jr,r~rtl L :--;~ ...... , ... .. \.;. 
But Golding was doing pioneer 'r':ork on joyce a11ri can, 
therefore, be excused for accepti~g the obvious; Tindall. 
and those who agree with his read Lr:,: of ;.~l lr.:.r:er, seem 
to be closing their eyes to some of the less obvtous 
refinements which make the storv so rich. ... It seems 
almost inconceivable that 'find,all cotild see Gallar1er•a 
close relationship to Corley (and, I am 
were pressed, to Jack Mooney of '!The Boardinfj :~otise•) 
and sti 11 refer to Gallaher as u enterprising enot1gh to 
have escaped. 11 A I h h b .,_1 ··41•1· s ave s own a -ove, L,.ne s ,; : :. ~1.ng 
influence is not the physical Dublin, but, . . ra trrer, 
its anti-intellectual atmosphere. ... It will be clear, 
as the story progresses, that Gallaher r1as never broken 
40 
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free from the mental bonds, the true restraining forces 
in Dubliners. In fact, even his 
is not motivated by an atte~pt to 
,- .... ~ .• -.l y··\ 
~--~ , t ..•• ~ 
' 
stifli~ of creativity, but rather, it sce~s, 
attempt to escape from something much more tangible: 
In the end he had got mixed up in 
Some chadir ar~~i~ 0 QrP ~ornv ~ ,J .... Ci.~~- ' 0 ... ..._. ..• •• r..:,,.., 
transaction: at le~~ist, t1:nt was 
one version of his flic~t. (82) 
And so, the meeting between Little Chandler and 
Gallaher cannot be seen as 
hopelessly trapped and the enlightened der.arted 
because Gallaher, apparently, never intended to leave 
Dublin, but was forced by exterr:.al circumstances to 
depart. Perhaps Hugh Kenner is a bit stro:.,:- ; n calling 
him "the pseudo-masculine incarnation 
... . t. 1 Ol ) rr-a 1 ora , 
- . - .. 
know-how" (Kenner, p. 56). 
too kind in his evaluation: 
But J. Mitchell Morse seems 
He [Gallaher) is a successful yellow journalist ~ho has ~o drs'.re to be 
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s ta 1 e s tu f f i t i s ! ri ow cl::' e:; D. r y ~1 !' c· a 11 
his novelties! (i·:orse, p.106) 
Robert Boyle, who had previously noted Little Chandler's 
clich~.:...riddled speech, perhaps best sums un 
... 
c: ,iq_ l l ;'l , ·: n, .,... ·o· y 
r. ,I "'-- ....... ...... ....,,_,... .. .. ·~ M 
noting that he is, 
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••. even more than Little Chandler t d . 1 · h/ t. 
. th 
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And Boyle is right. We have s(:er:. Cr,1anctler· mouth a 
" 
. . .,,.. 
. 
single concentrated !)B.rar;raph of cl: cr1c· n.r>: 
to it intermittently; we \•Ii 11 see 
clich~ constantly and find himself unable to relate those experiences which do not fall neatly into an 
established verbal !)B.ttern. 
!f· O· :.,. 
-
,,, One of the outgrowths of cliche is insincer1ty. A sincere expression of emoti or2 r~ro\.;s fro:r. tr1e 
individual situation in which a mari cc,r:r:rc)r~ts another 
man· 
' 
it is fashioned at the moment of enotion ar:d, (:',.._ l , of course, can applyAto that !)8.rtict1lar moment. As 
soon as a phrase, once vibrantly alive, is 11sed out of 
context of the emotion in which it was born, a ~rent deal of the emotion it once conveyed is lost; this is the net of language in whicl1 so many Dubli..11 residents (and ex-residents) are trapped. A n'r,~~ 0 n a-tone time .._ .:. L•v v J - - _ . 
alive and emotive becomes, through constant use, flat 
and dead; and the mind_ 1·1l1ich thinks only in flat, dead, 
overused phrases is, naturally, flat and dead, 1f not 
.. 
I 
I 
\'. 
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overused, itself. And Gallaher, having fallen into 
thl. s slovenly thought pattern f 1· ncl~ i-; .,. .... c , .. .,..., ; ... -, .,,,,, ... , . w 0 
.41-, ... • ,/ '-·--
-... ~. \...·· ""' 
difficult, indeed, as his first '»-lords st~O\•: tis. 
Little Chandler, whom \•Je le: f't II hal teci b·ef ore the 
door in indecision" (84), has 
and entered. 11 (84). His actions are t}'Picul: 
that the people at the bar "were observing him 
rioor ,. .. . . 
Curl. ously, u he fro1·med in order 11 ... o r-·.'.'.) ~, ~ ·n: ~ Prra·nd Y' - ---- "'- L,. .. ~.~--:' ... ~_:.; -~-t~ ~-- ·-· 
appear serious 11 ( 84). 
little man whom we have gro\-m to l{no,-, so \•1cll. 
Gallaher 1 s first phrase is stc1.:·~;~cr·:!:;:, both in 1ts 
ludl. crous 1· nappropri· ateness anr1'~ .; t' S i1e·· •- 'l'"''.'i .. ~--) ", of· 'r• ~. ~ .- C ~.,_ _.;,. . '-",· __ u- a,.._.."-, r.-=-~•,.... J.,\f 
-'•.~ W 
abject insincerity. Joyce has chosen, immediately 
before Gallaher 1 s first phrase, to emphasize Little 
Chandler I s timidity ancl aln1ost self-concern. 
And yet Gallaher 1 s first words are: 
--Hallo, Tommy, old hero, here you are!(84) ( i ta 1 i c s r:·. i ?1 c ) 
... 
Gallaher•s insincerity is rampant; the reader 1s aware 
of his patronizing within one half 1)8.ge. He call::: :~.r1e 
waiter gar~on, and, later, Francois, in an ap~rent 
attempt to parade his continental ref i Y-:c~·~:c~~ t,, but only 
succeeds in demonstrating his boorishness by the 
inappropriateness of calling an Irish ba.rman by a French 
name. Once we have seen his "vivid orange tie,• which, 
as Beck points out, he flaunts "in the face of Catholic 
,f 
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Dublin" (Beck, p.168}, and have heard him condescend 
to "dear dirty Dublin"(85), our image of 
- r- ...... "1 1'· ; u· -,. -·- f f: ,,. I. . I ' _l'· ;· 
"""' f:.·· ... Ni;,... V ~, u 
Gallaher is virtually complete. And yet Little Chandler 
has not yet progressed to where he ca~ ~ealize 
Gallaher•s boorishness. Significantly, fro2 Gallaher•s 
opening line through the "dear dirty Dublin" 
we do not hear Little Chandler A·n.d ,,1 hPl1 }1c 
·····~-- .. ~ 
finally does speak, he modestly, and st i 11 :::;ubor·ci: .r.ately, 
denies his ability to drink liquor, acquiesci.r.~ to 
Gallaher•s implied assertion that one is more manly 
if he drinks liquor 11 neat. 11 
The conversation between Little Chandler and 
Gallaher really begins with, perhaps, the most confusing 
episode in the story, the discus~;Lo1, of 
... ~ r· .. • 1 
! n P , 1 ... ')' .. ,an c , ~ 
V 11 • "' ~ ~ • "1 -_. • 11! -~ Q. _.. 
situations of Hogan and O'Hara. .. ..... l n i...,r1e 
imminent refusal of Chandler's invitation to soend the 
.. 
evening with him, Gallaher's t .' liJ r1e ·very 
flush" Hogan could indicate, simply, that 
part of the "little card-party 11 (90) planned for that 
evening. Or his concern could ste~, as Warren Beck 
Sl1ggests from "remembering that 
paid for the drinks, or perhaps 1 .• '1'!; ~ ~·, 
nan Dee· n· rrOQ{l.· "" a·~ a () '· l .... 
loan 11 (Beck, p.169). Neither explanation seems 
particularly illuminating, n O Y' ca" r· i ·- ~ '" ..,... ·,~1,,e. or oven ~ ""' • "--.. ,.... V ... • \.....,..,· .... • . .,, -_ . . 
.. 
within the story. Equally d1· ff i cul.... ..Du·t 'T'"'\£::,'t,,·,~, "
1
.·~ 
.... l, J ' !...n;,:;::; .. • • -..... : ' ,.;, , 
more interesting, is O'Hara•s case. Gallaher says: 
Poor 0 1 Hara! Boose, I suppose? 
... . ,,:.,· .'·.· ;. 
i- - ' ~ ..... :.. . . '
.._ .. . . 
~ ' ,,.. 1 •• --:. ... .,;. , • • f .,-.t 
~ • --~ Jil '- .. ~ ~· •• 'Ii .. • , ~ 
be 
• 
.,,. 
' \ 
.\: 
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to which Chandler replies: 
--Other things, too, said Little Chandler shortly.(86) 
What other things are wrong with O'Hara? Women and 
gambll. ng are often assoc1· atea"' w1· th excec .. :. ~"'P , • .,." • .,- ·~ ~ riu • ,.,, ·~ '"J ~:) ~. ·· t _, ._ ~ !9: ~ ~ .. I\ 11r. * ' C:'J ' 
and if that is the case here, then LittlE· Cr1an.(iler 
.Prudishly dismisses those qual1ties he earlier found 
so admirable in Gallaher. But, agair~, . ' . n O ~. ·r- i -y-"'i, .~,. .. L, • • .. " .. , .) can be 
proven; perhaps Joyce's point is to show Little 
Chandler's prudish reaction to Wa ..... ~warn~· Y'l, e· <:" c~ and V .,.c ... ,:;,.,:.)v ·.· 
. 
.., 
thus set up Gallager 1 s analysis of his character: 
-- Tommy, he said, 1 see 
changed. an atom. Yo·,J 1 re 
s er i ou. s per s o ~ th a t, \ ; s 1~: : : 
~/Otl haven't 
" 
On Sunday mo -rn1· no·s •,.r',!(..::,l' • 'r···1.,· ;-. c:c~,-r-.r:. .. ...... ..... ~ ,- -. ..... f-- .. ~ " i • - - • --- ...... \__. " Is. 
-·· 
.. ,,J -.,_,. ... ~-"""' ·---' head and a fur on my tong~e.(cic) 
The irony of Gallaher•s statement lies in its utter 
correctness -- Little Chandler has not changed "an atom• 
in the last eight years -- and in its imminent 
incorrectness--very soon, the change in Little Chandler 
will begin to take place. First, however, each 
character must establish himself' firmly in his own 
pattern so that his basic nature will be fresh in the 
reader's mind as realization is born in Little Chandler. 
We have seen so much of Little Chandler that to 
re-invoke all that we have seen of him before, Joyce 
needs only a few lines: 
- ~------------
~ --- - - --~·- -
I 
I 
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-- Have you ever been anywhere, even for a trin? 
" 
-- I 1 ve been to the Isle of Man, said Little C}·1ar1dler. Ignatius Gallaher laughed.(86) 
One gets the impression that the popular island resort, 
. so convenient to Dublin, was constructed and 11arne,ci solely 
for the effect it would have in this single story. The 
effeminate Little Chandler has been 
of Man! And Joyce continues to add to the comic 
ineffectuality of this poor creature: 
Little Chandler finished his whiskey 
isle 
and, after some trouble, succeeded in catching the barmar:'s e:le.(:::'/)(italics mine) 
Gallaher, in the meantime, has bee~ busy showing 
off his more obvious flaws. H. b . .. . . t 1 S ' r 0::1 [ ..... _,-.,.._ 1. 'l''' .,.. r• I i'_ C i s l .J. C...• f l . --- ~ .. t \ '··- ........ .., •. 
Chandler's question about the beauty of ?aris, to whlch 
he replies: 
-- Beautiful? said Ignatius Gallaher, pausing on the word. and or: t~1e f1a.vor 0 f h 1. S d r 1· n k . ..rl· t 1 :--~ y, C ... . __, 0 °'r-·. .-. ,. • • • · : .- ' • • l -. ~ _! ..;._ j \.j ~) _; i. ___ 1 I_ ; I __ :. .J, -,~." "--· .., 
_.), ~ you know . 0 f c o 1J r· ~-; ·=~ , ~ r:. \ ::.; ·: ·. : .' :.. · ; •· ·: ~ · · ~ l • Bu t 1. t I s t 11 e 1 ·i -r· r:-:-. r-. ; , · - :-. y-. : - , • ~ · , ··. • l ~ • s • • • • ..... .J,._ • ....__. ._ - ...... t._ ......... ..A. ~- okc._J ' 
,_.• .... ( __ l., the th ing Ah t}1ere I c~ n C' r,; ~- .. , '1 i_ ·,, .- .• ~ • ' ... .....) ........ .._.JJ ..... v ............ ,i.,. .... -.,_ 
__ 
,; 
. Paris for gaiety, movement, exci.t(::::t~r~t .•• (86) 
Little Chandler has caught his friend of'f f;l1ar'd; 
Gallaher does not know a Cliche expressive of the beauty 
of Paris and so he fumbles. It's not beautiful! It is 
beautiful! / And then a cliche is found. Of course, 
"the life of Paris" is 11 the thing.n And Gal1ar-:er never 
answers the simple question which Little Chandler has 
• 
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;' asked but, rather, limited by cliche, rambles on about 
Parisian life. And, for the first time, Little Cr1andler begins to recognize Gallaher as a boor: 
He was beginnin~ to feel disillusioned. Gallaher's accent and \~a~, of expressing himself d_ic1 ·c~ot. r1lcase: i·-~ '.: ~~-. ·~·r·.r·:"'··· ·.,.-as th . 1 .. , .. .-,. . . .. S Om e l Y' r,- V 1 I r'r ~ r -, ,... ,--, ( r"' .... )'.,.."" ·, ,-:-.. . ., .. ,. ' ~ 
- ~ ... - .., i .... "' .f 
.l. .lb 
_,t f~--, C-'-
- a ~ • .! ~- '---' • 
- • ·- ••• • J i • • • - , • • he had not observed bef'ore.(t;7) 
But total awareness is not for Little Chandler to 
achieve; his awareness wi 11 deepen throur;holi t his 
meeting with Gallaher, but, as the final section of 
the story will show, it will never react·1 tot;_1}.~t;'. At 
this point, he is not even ready to accept rii.s own 
limited observation: 
But perhaps it was only the result f 1 . . . L d ....... 1 .... ~ ,, ... 1 o 1v1ng 1n on on am:10 1..,r1e r>l.s'"' e and competition of· tr·1~~ .: T't~~:2:.~. .-!'..c: Old PerS0·11al C 1ric•r'f':l ,,;.,.-.; ,:_~ C' •· ·, -i ; .~.-.,. 1··'1""(.::'.., ..._ • ,.... (_k .i.. • f f -·~ "'-• L ,_, .._ 
_.._ ----. ,_.. " • • .-. .,._,,, Under t h i O n E' \' r , •· r-1 1 1 r1 \r ·~ : , , ·. , .-··. • , /. -, , , ; _.,,_ t,..:) - .._ .,, 'II ~ :, _..,,. ............ ~./ • ,; • ··-- ........ ~ -- . -~---· ..... Ill 
........... "" ""·--"· ' after all (~al ~lc11r'1(:i'() r·r,,;, '. ·1 'r;- .. ; ',·,-... · ' ,._,j ~ .. • ' -' ~ • ' -~ .. '· 
-· •. • ,_; • ' ' • ~-had Seen the r,ior• l CJ1 f ; +- -.- ·1 c, (' .- ·, r,,; l ;: • ..,.... Ir t -~ • ~-· • lj 1_, _ '··-· ,j •• l. - • • 
_, 
_ ,,.... • 1 0 0 k e d at h 1· s £1 • ~ 1· p -,.-1 ri p, , .. , i ; o 1 : ~ 1 ~ .. r t~ 7 ) ..... . ................... ""-' . .._,,, - .. • ..... ~ .... •. 11,.J ........ '-' • \ "'-" 
If we are inclined to agree with Little Chandler 
in his rationalization of Galla1·1er 1 s boorishness, our inclination is destroyed in the very 
Joyce is a craftsman, meticulous in the constrt1ctian 
of his fiction; the positioning of episodes within 
the narrative is always of great In 
A Portrait of the Artist as a Yo11r:r~ ~·~Z'!.?:, every ti me 
Stephen Dedalus etherealizes a st1bj 1::;ct, inflates it 
beyond its nature, a deflating faraGraph is certain to 
I II 
\, 
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follow: as he expounds his esthetic theory, an iron-dray rattles by; as he hallucinates t \,( P W 1·. n· [.I" e- r.·.• !·J: • 'k...- • ~\ "'l. '-~~ . . ~ t)l rel-man, he is shouted at by his Dore earth-boti~d school-mates; as he expounds on the beauty of the louse crawls across his neck. So, also, by posit~o~1ng of events does Joyce destroy Chandler's generous view of Gallaher 1 s w or 1 d l i n es s • Ga 11 a!"- ('. :r-- c o !: t i ~:ties i r1. 11 i s praise of "the life of Paris,tt ai1d cor1cl\Jctcs ri:r sa:;ing: 
When they heard I was fron1 I re lar:ci * they were ready to eat me, ma~.( :7) 
Chandler has just silently awarde·d Gallar1er Lont..lori as a home and has accepted his boori sh.ness as a rest;. l t living there. But Gallaher, living in Lor.don anci. traveling to Paris, says that he is urrc=:-1 Ireland.• He is being perfectly truthful, of course, and yet the implication is that he has never left Irelat:d. Physically, he is a Londoner, but S};i_ri.t 1 .• 1ally and intellectually, he has never left D'ubl in. And., tr1t1s, the awareness Chandler felt and then repressed is sr1own to have been correct. He will, as the story progresses, feel that awareness again, but he \tli 11 ft1lly dismiss the idea that Gallaher has escaoed and is • somehow better because he has. 
* Edward Brandabur relates Gallaher•s statement to his own hypothesis of an oral-sexi.~aJ. ~.ot if recurrent in Dublir.lers, but, I t,!··11. :r~1,:, tri.(.: passage works equally well on a ~ore naturalistic leve1.20 
I 
I 
i 
\ 
I 
' The complexity of Little Chandler's character 
appears, again, in his almost neurotic vic3r~o11s 
enjoyment of Gallaher•s talk of European 1mmorality. 
This sedate, refined, very proper little man has been 
seen, quite out of 11 character, 11 \•1all-: i r'"l.~ :.. de!.r 1·: s tr~ee ts late at night and watching, from afar, as beat1~iful 
women enter exotic places. Now, he timidly insists on 
a comparison between London and terms, not 
of their relative morality, but of their 
immorality. And his astonishment indicates hls comolete 
• acceptance of Gallaher•s eval1Jat1or-l of •1 the vices of 
many capitals 11 ( 88 ). Our picture of Li.ttle C::r1r:ciler ls beginning to focus just a little better; he LS 
with two levels of con sci 0L1. snes s, two levels wi1 i. cr1. 
could be divided very easily 
Little Chandler is the prim, punctilliot1s, J.2.·,,; clerk he seems to be, but he is this personality 
conscious level. This is the ego, tr1e r::art cf the 
the 
psyche which shapes and molds the best ~2..l : rt f .. orces and 
makes them emerge in pa.tterns conforrr:ir ..r .. 
'•--=-'-
living. But Little Chandler is also the nigi1t-,1alker 
who enjoys stories of immorality. The id, the main 
energizing force of the psyche which, in a r1or~:~;:111 .. ,, 
""' ' j functioning member of society is completely cr1ar~r1elled 
through the ego, is, in Little Chandler, caJ.)8ble of 
surfacing unimpeded. I don•t want to press the Freud"ian 
.. 
1\ 
\\ 
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• 
analysis too far, but I think we see Little Chandler's 
development as a character e;overr1ed 
necessarily in accord at all times. Cer t :l 1. r 1 J""' (~r !;"l r ri l"; e~· ·~ ...__ .... .. ~ ~ ·~ .II ir u • tilt~ 
- • ' 
in his everyday role, \1ould Y'~ot be capable of the ft r~a l 
action of the story; we rnt1st fincl 
11 everyday 11 in this little man in orci.er that ,,,1e :~,a:t 
accept his final act as plausible. And it is toward 
this end that, I think, the 
Chandler I s characteri za ti on po·i.11t. 
aspects of Little 
Yet we must not think of Little Chandler as a 
psychopath; the dominant aspect of his persor.ali ty is, 
oddly enough, passivity. the r .. ext o.a.rt of .. his interview with Gallaher perfor~:s two funct~o?:s. 
Besides re-emphasizing (}allaher I s t1naba.shed i 21.s i 11cerl ty, it establishes the truly warm hu~a~ e~otion Chandler feels for hl. S w1· fe and Chl' la-, an ..d, to '""QMP r• r·, .... ..,, ... ,--.,-. - V .... 11~ ·,>" ... ,c,r.,,, ., .... ",__,..... ,..., __ .,, 
an old friend. At the mention of his marriace: 
Little Chandler blushed a~id s::ti led. 
-- Yes, he said. I was ~arried last May twelve months.(E:9) 
for 
To Gallaher•s lame excuse for not offering his best 
wishes soon·er, Chandler repl·1es simply b:r sl1aking hands. And as the conversation progresses, Galla}1er becomes 
even more blatantly insincere: 
--Well, Tommy, he said, I wish you and yours every joy in life, old chap, and tons of money, and ma:r ~/Ol-1. ~-:e\rcr die till I shoot you. And that•s the 
,, 
# 
' . 
. _ . .' -. -, 
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wish of a sincere friendi an old friend. You kno\'1 that?(cj8) 
That's the wish of any insincere drunk in any pub in the 
area, but Little Chandler doesn't realize it: 
--I know that, said Little Chandler.(89) 
And the insincerity reaches absurdity when, after 
learning of Little Chandler's son, 
Ignatius Gallaher slapped his friend 
sonorou.sly on the bacl<. 
-- Bravo, he sa:Ld, I \•1ouldn 1 t doubt you, Tommy.(90) 
The gentleman, obviously, protests too much. In 
different company, perhaps with Hocan in Lor.don, the one 
thing Gallaher would, of cou!'se, doubt would be i:ttle 
Chandler's sexual capacity, and the obvious joke would 
center around the actual identity of the father. But 
Chandler doesn't notice the slur: 
Little Chandler smiled, looked 
confusedly at his glass and bit his lower lip w.ith three childishly 
white front teeth.(90) 
In order to achieve any kind of awareness of the true 
nature of his relationship wit!:. Gallaher, Little 
Chandler must be provided with the stronr 
stimulus of Gallaher I s refusal, to spend an eveni nfi; wl th 
him: 
Thanks awfully, old chap, said 
Ignatius Gallaher, I 1 m sorry we 
didn't meet earlier. But I must leave tomorrow night. 
-j 
•• .._J, 
J 
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-- Tonight perhaps ••• ? 
-- I 1 m awfully sorry, old man. 
You see I I m ove1, }1erl (? \·:} tr-: another 
felloi•J clc,TDr'l 1.ro11r,.-~. n"r-;:-~ ""1 ~',,-. ~ ~ 
i ' • \...., - ,} ' -I.- - '. . ,· \._-,. "' ~ - ' _, •. '-.J 
too, and we arran~ed to -o co a 
little card party. Only :·oJ' t!1at ••• 
-- 0, in that case .... (90) 
And yet, Chandler could, possibly, accept Gallaher•s 
obviously insincere promise to come back next year 
were it not for his near refusal of nnot'.~c1' 
-- And to clinch the bargain, s,:.id 
Little Chandler, we'll just have 
one more no1·1. 
Ig~tius Gallaher took out a large 
gold 111a tc 11 a11cl loo1-:ccl at: i t. 
;-... ; .,." ~ r, tk • ( • : ~ I , 
, ___ ..... ~ ... . 
- - I s 1· -t- -1.-L, o be- -+- }1 e l rs-; c:' t- r:· ~ 1 0 0 n -; ,4 
V V • "' ...... c. .. t....., V • • • ._,; I..) c;.. - ,..l • 
Because you know, I have an a.p.(90) 
Little Chandler's earlier repressed realization of 
Gallaher I s boorishness ana. the 
refusals, coupled with the strong liquor and the cir;ur, 
"upset the equipoise of his sensitive nature"{91). 
What some critics have regarded as Little Char.dlcr • s 
epiphany, a moment of total awareness, is, in renl:ty
1
a 
jumble of awareness and delusion elicited by these 
varied stimu.li. Chandler is aware that what Gallaher 
practices is really, 11 mere tawdry journalis:;;." 
. ~ . 
r-1e 1s, 
of course perceptive in the following realization: 
He saw behind Gallaher•s refusal 
of his invitation. Gallaher was 
only patroni sin[s him b2r h.i s 
friendliness just as t1e i·1as 
patronising Ireland by his visit.(91) 
• 
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But this is not a moment of total awareness for Little 
Chandler. His assertion that, 
he could do somethins better than his friend had ever do~c, or could ever do, sornetY11 r~c·· !. :_ :-r~E:2·· ti:Lir .. 
mere tav1dry j 011-rr1:1 l i. s:-:: t f" r1e or1ly got the chance (91) 
·is childish illusion. 'rhe reasoning is that of a slight 
ten year old who watcl1es a bigger boy play football ar~d 
Sulk 1• ngly th1· llk S that 1· f h 8 h 1· rr, s· .-·::.. l f' ~,.! r, 'r r•. ~ ~.~. ;) f· ~'J-. ; .. V-_·, t1i e· Id • . ~ ii, ~ .,._,... - ' ' .._.,, ... ,____. ...; -M ;r • ....- "-' .... -- 11\.; ' ~-, , 
.. .. 
be even better than the boy he envies. Ar1d 
reaction is expressly childish; instead of meetl~~ 
0.. Gallaher inAcontest of literary ability, Little Chandler 
chooses; as a way "to assert his manhood,u a totally 
unconnected challenge: 
-- Who knows? he said, as they lifted their ~lasses. ~lhe~ vou ~~ ~ C Orne n e X t Y p ;::-; r 'T Pl: ~ '\! ', 1 ':'I "'!. T r, ( ·~ ·. r .. ~,.__..... ~"""- .. -.Vw 1 ., .. UY ·-.--"" 
-. ........ ,____, V pleasure of· \~:i s}~Lir1f; lo~··ic: l :. :'~:: and happiness to f·ir. and !·~rs. : r;t:.a ti us Gallaher. ( 91 ) 
Little Chandler still has not lost the attitude of the 
subordinate. In challenging Gallaher, • 
~ne. \I•" 
opportunity to elevate himself and thereby prove 
superiority; instead, he childishly attempts to brlng 
Gallaher down to his own level. In ef'fc:ct, he is 
saying that someday Gallaher will marry, anci t~1cn he 
will have to settle down, and, after that 
then we will see who is more v1ortr1y ! The reasoning 1a, 
again, that of a child, and yet Little Chandler strikes 
t 
\ 
I 
_)I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
' ! 
I 
l l . 
1 
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a tender spot in the brash ra5ade of his friend. As 
Robert Boyle says, 
"Gallaher reveals, in his o'..m excited resentment of' C1'"'lziri(_i1er' s Cha 11 . 11 ~r c l ":) -: p, -i- o ~- -r : ~ • Y .-_. er1g1 ___ t) _,_c ..... :. l:'. (_, 'v~· . , .. ' --- -~ super-i ori ty t!1.at ::-~c : =. :_c,-:: .::.~ Se 1 f S 1-C\ ~ ~ C ~ e )-'""'\ -4-- ~ -,--., .... ~ • ... -.. re-.. l ~ -4 ,,.. s •• ~~ 
.-.... ; 
') ~ - t ..L .!.. .'... .L .:. l t_,, c. ... ~ ~!_,._ , .. , _ _,_ _;._ ( " •• '·-· i_, ., c... v he Pr e +- e ·,,, d ~ ·t-. C) "'t·,_, r- ,·; ·r ,,- ;, 
-. t · ' • r • •. l 1 ..-~ 'rl 4';: 
1../ .ll U V 
-
.•-..,' '-"---·~ • • -
· · •-" . __ .,.._ •"-and Cr)u C \1 e--' C ~I i t- .;_ l 1-, ('-, ·- .:··, ' . ; ··1 ,- • .,.., l --~ ... 0 ..i. "" U -- ..._ V l., .._.. V - " ·~ .... -
_.... ~--· -·· ... , _./ tt k . ' 1 ., • - • ' 
-- • t' a a C S r · ,- ·1 DO~ r--. -.- r-- J .. ---, .... ,, • 1 #' j • ~ "'"* ,-·; · - i!i r - v. l V r .., a •.J l, ,:.:, ' ..... , _____ ; '· ,, I-· 
_;__ '-~ I, : • • 
-- ' and crude ins u 1 t .11 ( Bo :1 le , r-) • t~, ') ) 
But Little Chandler has come to a deeper a,,,areness than 
any he has actually articulated. 
his own shrinking, servile, esthetic personality is of 
greater human value than Gallaher I s t)o t ~-; tt~rot,s, dominant, 
and bestial one. And thus he 1. s not ') frq i r; ' .. (,,_... .. <~ .. ;. ·, ... 
to Gallaher•s assault on the marital state: 
-- You'll put yotlr head in tr1e sack, repeated Little Chandler Stoutly 11· i,,.e e-ve-·1-;iro,· p c-~ l ("' (, i f ) ..... - I i. .... ,_t .• - '- . -~, ,._J ··-' •• • You Ca'Y'I -C' 1· '11(:; t ~"'! r-. c-· i ..,,.. l .L 1. 1 . L , • 0 
-- ., .,. _ ~ ,. 
'·- _,., He }1 ad C' 1 i .c:· }·1 i- 1 ... , T (> :-;-- r . f- :-~ <'. : ? e d -- 0 ,,:-___ -::· ... ... _,, , .... r ._., .... -~ .- .. ., .__,. ..._.. .,_ .._ __ .,, 
_ ~ hl. $ ton 8 ar1 d l: e· ;.• r;:.1 ~ ~i ~,-· ~ ,........, "'("l r:::, -f- 1rl at ... - - ... ... ., I \' ---"- .,__, _,_.... ' .;._.-l -.. .._.~ V 'II- • he had bet:' "°' r--: ..,. r ea~ 1r1 ·1 r_, r, r, ' ... -, • 'r·~., • •-r · ,-·; 'Y --- , r . I • ·- t- :J. 1 i 
, , 
..... ~, 
.• • ... 4. ; ,1 • t, _ _) · ....... -- ..- ' \_) ._( V ' though tl~e colotrr 1-~;01c: !·.c·: _.--i. ~.:.c:::ned l. n hi· S Ch e e 1{ 11 P n i rJ___ r · o _j, -
.. , - 1 ; ., .... C 'h i , 1 .... :.:; .._L_ ~- ~ _ _ _ 
._. 
..:.. J._ ~ • ~ -• · from his friend. 1 s f~aze.(~12) 
•_· 0 ,· 
"' 
-···-· 
And we should not be surprised that, in response to 
Gallaher•s assertion: 
She'll have a good fat account at the bank or she won't do for me(92) 
Little Chandler merely shakes his head. in rejection of 
his friend's values and acceptance of his own. 
• 
---- ~-----------
_.., -- ------ -----
--
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And yet Little Chandler is not an assertive 
individual; we have seen the varLot1s asnccts of his _., 
personality controlling him at various times, "' anct we 
would be presumptuous to accept as fi11al his rejection 
of Gallaher 1 s values; Little Chandler is extremely 
impressionable, and Gallaher is very impress:_·vc:- 1.r1 }1is 
subsequent assault. He evokes the image of urich 
Germans and Jel/1S, rotten wi t}'1 rnoney, 11 an image 
Little Chandler can 1 t help cornpa.ring wit11 And 
he forces Chandler to re-evaluate his entire life by 
directly attacking the marriage state itself: 
-- I don't fancy tying myself up to one woman, you kno\•l. 
• • • • • • 
-- Must get a bit stale, I should think, he said.(92-93) 
• • 
Warren Beck claims that we may disregard any effect 
these last passages may have on Little Cr1ar1dler because 
"Here it remains for the reader to remember that Chandler 
has already shaken his head over this ma~ 11 (5eck,p.175). 
But this is clearly nonsense. Gallaher' s assault r:;:J.S 
introduced to that uncontrolable portion of Little 
Chandler's mind the image of rich Je-.•resses, whi.ch will 
recur in the next section of the story, arici a ric~cp rici,Jbt 
about the validity of the married state in t:,erieral. /\nd 
it is these doubts which will elicit the action at the 
story's end. 
Chapter IV 
The third section of "A Little Cloud• grows, 
organically, from the preceding two sections, and to 
miss this organicis~ is to miss t- +,.,~ r---~ 
'..<;'"""~ .• It ....... ,,.. 
.,.-. ,_\ ~ .,- ... o· " I f. \ I i 1 
' ·' ···.~ ~ . • l, '" .. the story • 
As we focus in on Little Chandler sitt1:ir;"in the roo::i 
off the hall, holding a child in his arms,"(9J) we 
must realize that this j_s the 
.......... 1 Ch · . 1 · same L1~~ e ann~er who, 
not long before' leaned a rr .. ,a,.·_n~t the ',-.,,::,.""" ~ r (""~n.,..,,.i .~, ... t'""' IS l 5 "--' frj i "-' ,r-_. - • :~< ¥ .. 't...; •ii-...,....' -~ ....... "-',.Jr ",...._) ,..:.l ' ' 
Pub and drank malt whiskey with Ignatius Galla.teer. 
Consequently, we are not looking at Little Chandler 
during an average evening at hor:1c, and 1 think it is 
important that we realize, at every r:wr.,er~t, wt""~lt !:ns 
gone before. Little Chandler has experienced a "poetic 
moment"; he has met an old friend 
he has had four small whiskies and 
have II confu.sed his mind. tr fi'inall}', 
to exotic ideas that will cause him to doubt th'? value 
of the one area of his life which has, a, o·nra..-.Qn t 1 Y·· "· ~ · _!'.,~- L t,~; ~ tt .._ , I 
seemed worthwhile to him. 
..1,1 0~·1 ' t}1 )"" 0\. f;'~ r·; .. ,,,, r• ' .... ,.~... 0 r a 
• t"' • • • l.,~ ;· .. , ., ;, l , • , .,.,. I '·"' ·.,,.
0
• J ., 
dramatic ellipsis, Joyce enables us to see just how stale 
Little Chandler's life really is: 
The third section of the story, 
two or three hours later, shows 
us Lj_ttle Chandler's resr;:~t-·c'.:t of 
his trapped s 1 tuat i o·~, . . . . •:: s 
hum i l i a t i on by Ga 11 a ·~ P ,-. » L.<: : ; : 1 1: s 
in his soul. he is lei"t to care 
for the baby while his wife, 
56 
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because of his ineptitude, goes 
. . out to btlY te2 .. and stir-ar. ::e 
r e S e "'() t S h i C 1 • T .; f"' (-"' ·~ -- u ,,. ___ ,, 
l. V'\ b' J v -'1 -,., ,.. :::-i ~-, - ,..._T ~ , ........ ~, 
.- • 
..,., 
·, - ,-. 'r' , · r~ r ll L- ............. ~.... \~ t . .-: __ l__,./ ·._ '·- ~ , __ .,. .- ,'..... 
.. ,,.__. - " ..... ----- • 
lf_J 
·- • 
~ 1 . ...... ~ ~ Pr l. T"'1 r, 0 ,...., y- .-, .. , /,...... ,--:::. ·, : C ~ .. ·r ·: -.- r - (, ~.-. I :-~ (" ;!' 0 ! . _ 1 • . '-"' . . • , C ... ,., ..... ..., .... ..... ,,, , . ,. _ .. . -.. . .. 
_ ,..__ .. 1.._,,..- ... ... 
- • 
-" 
' 
m 0 1'1 e i. T 'l Yl (; i T () l '1 } -.,-! t' - 1 ) (' '. ; (""' -, r • '' c~ 
-, - ,-. ., . ..., 
..... - ..,, v C ... .... .... - "J ....... --- . "- . ,_.-. _, .,. ~ '~. ...... - . --· lll,~-> "--· ' .. ... __ .,. "' u .• prim and pretty furniture.(Boyle, pp. 89-~J O) 
Boyle, thus, suggests the ••standard• reading of the ftrst 
part of this final section: we mt>. st see the f tt t t l 1 ty 
of Little Chandler's home life ln or~cr to justlfy 
his motivation in screaming at r1is ct~ild. C!1;J.=-~·::l.(!r ._ 
becomes aware of the trap into which he has fallen 
and from v.rhich he, pres 11:~2 .. lJl:/, car1 1 t escaoe arid .. 
from that awareness sorjn~s his re~orse. ...... · . .; 
11 standard II reading overlool{s some very importnr1 t 
details, not least of which is the narrative point of 
view; we must look very closely· E1t t}·::.s sectior. of 
the story because, as in so rnan-:,r . . . .. .. ...,., tr1at 
which seems to illuminate only itself, illuminates, 
instead, Little Chandler. 
The impressions related in this final sectton are, 
perhaps even more completely than in 
sections, Little Chandler's,and that fact 
crucial importance; \'le have f OLL:1d 
be, repeatedly, less than reliable 
and we can expect, therefore, a divergence between 
reality and what he sees as reality. 
to 
look objectively at Little Chandler's domestic life, 
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when we disregard his own slanted subjectivity, we find 
that his home life really ts not ?;earl)' so lJad as tt1e 
"standard" reading SLleg:ests. We ~ust remernher that 
Annie lives,. everyday, \"1it11 the t1.r:1id, 
clerk who, as we have seen, 1.s so inept :1 t- p •p· e 'f"' ~. !' t' ti ' ng. ~ ,_,. ._,.. .. - . ....... . .. 
from writing poetrJ' to orcler·it:f; dri!1l<s. f·i O\tt 77'.11 ch more 
aware than we must she 
ineptitude, and how much more annoyin~ rnt1st seem to 
her. We are not surnri.sed that ... 
Little Cha~rilcr had come home 1 at e ·f c, r .i- u ::. ) , ... -1 ·n r 1 .,._,, 0 "'r P O , r P .,... ~..., e .. ~ l ,, ,::.. ' --4 '._.4,,. .. ~ '\_ (. ' + ~ ~ ... 
-~ •• • 
----· .... ' It • ·,.._ .. ha r-. ,, t •• ' 
• 
a ... 0 ~ '") r • 0 - ..... -- ,,...., . '. r- ,...... ,--.. ....... 1 ·, ', •· •• 
. ., ' ·, . ' ,-. 
'- .l l : --'.._ ...... LJ J t..::.;. ! .·1•• <-·· U t_) j,,_ ~- __ f 
.,,;," .............. ~ t,,.... . -home t}~e T>:J.r·cel 
Bewley I s. ( S1J) 
We have seen enough of little Chandler to realize that 
this is probably not the first time he has ~nilcd 
a very simple task, but Annie's reaction is not one 
of disgust. 
woman she is: 
She simply reacts as the average young 
W hi C 11 t }1 e S }-1 0 f) ;1 t ti . t:-: 
closed_ sl'1E: dec~_clc:cj -:~. her s e l f f~ or c1 o 1 ~ a r t c r c: :·, ,::1 pound of tea a11d. two f)Ott11ds of sugar . ( 9 J ) 
Of course she is in a bad humour! Her husbaJ1cl, wi thot1t 
notice, fails to come home. l-Ie spends the earl);" evening drinking, comes home, presumably, half-drunk, and 
I 
'" I 
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forgets to bring her the simple item she requested 
that he buy. As a woman, she is hurt and, as a woman, 
she retaliates, but the hurt and ~ctal~ation ste~ from 
love rather than from indifference. 
toward Little Chandler, she would have been co~cer~cd 
only with the coffee he was supposed to brin~ hone. 
But her concern is so far fror:: 1)einp: \•ri tt-: ..., __ ., 
that when she finally goes out, she coes to buy tea. 
Her motive is to demonstrate her disappoint~en~ and 
thl. s 1· s not an act o~ ·1·r'lc1· i r""'C'pYl,").}";c0 'b· .... .,....a·· ··~,p~ a 1.1 .L . ..:.J ~ l '-'""' ,_,~ • .,.,_, 1 L,. L, 1 ... 1,.; •• .._.,. J · 
game of domestic love; 
ship shows, even through Little Chandler's sla~ted 
evaluation of her picture: 
Little Cha~rller looked at it, pau~sing at the tr1in tight lips . ( 9 J ) 
.. 
The lips appear cold and indifferent to Little Chandler, 
apparently in contrast to tr1e exotic 
we will learn, are occupying his mind, fl?l.d t."1 .. 'Ir""· t- he- r 
.. "' '·~~I. ' .. .j ~~ ;.· of 
critics have agreed with his I don I t wa?1.t to 
press the point too hard, btit p.cr}:c1y)s 
feature of the fledgling photographic 
the period was the thinness and ti[~htness of trte lips, 
caused, apparently, b;/ the co11ce:: tr·.=~ ti o?~ tr1at was 
necessary to remal. n perf ectl,r -i '"t·· ;-~ r, i :" '.'") ... -·. J L • , , " • • •. , - • t..• I,, t. • 
*see, for example, t}'Ie p~ct~.1r·c: r):·· Clnr!C.Y, Byrne, Joye e in the "F' l l rp. a Yl 'r1 1--, i O r-·y, ._--, ·r .. ·-',-, 'IJ : l ,...-1 t'· r, .. r f" .. '.l C' .,, -• ..... ... ...!--1 -- - ... ,I, - -- ... ' \......, .--... • -.. c....... - .... 11' • - _.._ ~· Lt' . ·-" • ' "" t:.,.,.. ---- .. ·..... lb; ' -- - V .. ,
·. . - ~ ... ,J, 240. They each l1a ve 11 t ~,1 L :r~ ti. l~~ r·-i t l i 1~<: '' , L ·:.~ c·, " -presumably, to the photograph:.c process.z., 
and 
J)Bge 
• 
• 
I 
i 
l 
! 
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rt would be all too typical of Little Chandler to pick 
out this isolated feature and, 
attribute adverse significance to it; 
freely, 
inappropriateness of a referer:.ce to Anni.e's rrlgidity 
is marked in the J_ 1.fs}·-1t 
follows. 
humanly warm part of the story. 
for the timid little clerk, as he buys a lady's 
blouse for ten and elevenpence 
ness1' (93). And, we can appreciate the h·1t:'a!: 
which is displayed as the gift is presented: 
When he brought the blouse home 
Annie J.cissed hir: ancl S,Q.:.cI it 
was very prett}' c1r1d. st~yltsr1.(94) 
But, being a typical woman, 
••• when she heard the price she 
threw the blo1Jse o~ the tat-le 
and S a 1 d 1 t i •T:,, <"' (:'I 
- "~ ' f ..._...... '-J _, .... 
to charge ten ar1cJ. 
for that. (9L~) 
. . 
~- ·1 _,.~, ..... ~ ..... ·, "' .. r·· ·, -· "' C 
~·- # , - \ f ,. • 'I" ' ; .. ~ -
-.J· -- . --~ if -~~---·· ... " l -' -.......... "" .. ·-.......,,. ' 
nervous-
And yet.she knew, and Little Chandler should have known, 
and we should know, that she really had :-:o L::te::tion of 
returning it. Her protest made the present more 
valuable: 
••• when she tried it on she 
was delighted \·1i th it, 
. 11 ·t, t· , f ... ~ r J - I •••• - ' ·, r,.. Tr .,.,., I , ""' . 
, ! .. , 1 r , , .. , 1 , --- • ... 1 • espec1a \T -. •.•• .1~;-.., ... c .... ~·-..• Q,.. ~ lJ 
th l 1 ' • • \ • 
,..... _ . r-... C' '=i , - ,·, i • •. ,, f' <, ,' '.· 1' -, ....... 
...._ f-" ! I , ,• ' · . ' ·-• I . , •. , e I,..) _ e e v ,_.. i....) , u . _ .. _. _ ~ .._ ,....1 ..... , __ • ..... • • 1 • .
and said he was very cood to 
thinl{ or· her. (94) 
I 
I 
I 
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Within a single paragraph, Annie has kissed her husband 
twice and said he was "very good to think of her. 11 
This is hardly the reported 
Germans and Jews, but, on the other raYra~ • • *.. , it 
the unemotional coldness which Chandler, 
l. n ·r,") ; S·· 
• • • !'*'-~ 
confused mental state, 
"coldly into the eyes 11 
imaeines. And when one looks 
. ' -
cannot expect them to do anythi np; but ans;,;'c!?' coldly. 
of a circa 1900 r,1,0~~0,-rH:,:1 one 
The images of the rich ..Jewesses, 
1 t 
. th t .. 1 1 . - " "' t] vo up uous, wi rap u_ ou.., eJe..,, s,,- .. : ...... _,_ .. . e Y. <" .. i r ..;, r:::" - ·1 . .· ,..~ C• ..,.,. ~ .'!' , .. ·i ' • C.• , ~ 'if' . 
Chandler I s thoughts and al low his rieep, 1 !:r:e?' :·:a t'.1r-e 
to surface once more; 
and in resoonse to these exotic ,. 
St 1
. mu 11· , the 'n _i dd en pa.rt of 1. .. . ; ·- ·r- 1 ,~. r ·,··. :, ·,· rt l .t:\ '.J"' tl, ri_·· t~ :n.~• rt 
- . .... • ·, l, •...)' ..... -· ,..I. " ... ~ • ·. • • ... ·. ·" ... , •• i(J,. 'le<' !·"~ • 
of him which walked dark 
immorality, becomes as strong as his 
everyday personality, and, 
u '·1·,. n Dtt?1C t l l Otts . . . 
A dull resentment against his 
life awoke i·.rt thi.n hir:.. Could 
he not escape from his little 
house? (94) 
He feels trapped -- ti-apped by the "eyes in the 
photograph" -- trapped by the pretty furniture --
or 
trapped by the city of Dublin, itself. 
And ~,et, if we 
look at Little Chandler objectively, he is not trapped 
at all: 
Why had he married the eyes in 
the photograph? (94) 
.. 
) 
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Why, he hadn't married those passionless eyes, at all. 
He had ma
-v,r1· ed a g1· rl, a l 1· V "i r, ,-- r·· i r- 1 '·'hO'"""e eyes· .l. • O : f ; :c l ~c - 1 rt . ,.;) - - J we 
shall see, portray more than enoueh 
furniture: 
But the 
There was the furniture still 
to be paid for.(94) 
And if it weren't paid for, repossession would take 
care of that trap with a minimum of effort o~ Little 
Chandler's part. But what about Dublin? Dublin is 
still a trap: 
Was it too late for 
try to live bravely 
Gallaher? Could he 
London? ( 9L}) 
t1tm to 
l i l-:e 
f!O to , __ .J 
But even Little Chandler, in his more lucid moments 
realized that Gallaher really didn't live bravely and 
that moving to London, in itself, 
escaping from the trap. But ma11y 
on Little Chandler at this Doint. Eis dav•s 
. ~ 
activities have brought him to t!·:c po\::t where he 
desires escape, but his i n t er v i e-,.. , ·l \•I 1· •· }-~ r~ ~ 1 1..  ~ • ~ · .~. ,,,_.  .. ...., 
., f l, • • .. -• ~ ......, -~ C .. ,11, .. • •• ._.., • 
convinced him that his own esthetic persor:ality is 
superior in value to the booris!1r:ess with which 
Gallaher "had got on. 11 And thus, ir.stcad of emulating 
Gallaher, he turns, both in consolation and hope '.';;l::ess, 
to the volume of Byron's poetry and ~gins "to read 
the first poem in the book. 11 (94) 
\ 
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William York Tindall suggests that the significance 
and, possibly, to his unconsci OiJS desires: 
Minding the bab:l, - · · · , c· · , l ·1 r t" e- r"': ,'? .,~ n . e- r ..- ~•-~ V V ...-... ,. • _.,., • • ·. -.L, ...._ gets }1 i S P:;lrOY1 OlJ. t il!'~(i , 1 ~ .. • • ~-.. ,-·. . ·, ., ~~- •, .,, - :~· .,_ ... I,..,,• • ,. 
' ., .. • ,,.. - ·• 0 f ·n ·1 r, 1 . • i f · 0 y, _,..... ,,.., . ~ ":"' ;. '. ~ - 0 ' ' .. • - - .___, ' . ' _/ '• ... \ .. ~ L,_.) ' -
11.11ar o·ar• r::,. ..:-I t " ,-. -1 ,', ~ ~ l · 1 t ) __ V ...,1 1.__) \. ,, ~ . ._.. ..... } • 
. 'L 
Chandler)' s less ( T . d l l . I"') (, ) ~ : / t~, 1 n o . ..... __ , p . '-~ -~ . 
...,...",, ,.-..., ,--. ----..- .,,--~ , ' , ... -- .. ' .... -l ~ l., __ ,/ ,. ___ , _ ~ ~- ...., 'i, . I·--·· I, .,...-
. ~ .. ·-..... ~ 
• 
·- .-· . 
. ' 
. . f /.-· •• • - ·, 'j ~~ 
._' .... ,, :.._ ... ',~ 
.. 
. 
. 
.. . ,-~ ,- . ,-.. 
. . . . ' ,..,. J 
. I cannot completely disagree 111ith Tir!dall in his 
analysis, and yet the specific subject ~atter of 
the poen1 may, very -v1ell, be incider~ tal to its true 
dramatic import. James S. Athe1-·ton was the first to 
record a very important observation: 
Many critics have d~scussed the r e 1 e Van C e Or• t V-1 P .. , c r· " r~ r, ~· ; 
-.- .,_ 1 ("' l ,4 ,. __.. ' ,.,; -~ ,.:). \. .. ._c: ,...:. ,.;.._.. •. ',I LJ -- ,::.,,-chand-.. 1 er 1.~. D {:'J_(-._-,J. ,c_.', r• )-• c·· ... '. ~ . y·, ,. '·, • \ ~ ' .;,.. - 1....., '- - - : --- ) . • - ·-. .: ~--; • . ' • . '· :.... none r, ..r.• 4-1- r...r·,, )~ r--, 0 r r-) ·., ·,. ,;_ {-··-.-.·, r .•• •-\_) L L, I l t~. i .. ~ ! ~ c.~ ... • :_) l .' le_,· . , .. ,_ ·--·· ·., ,,-' ' .i. I . ,_ f. Li that C l1E11~ cJ l c ~:· r, (} :J..c~. :=.; . .,, : . • .. : • ")-·:. ,...... .... 
. ~ L.J V f J ,....) .. I 
'ir, 
Ver Se S O y~ ·-L ,- i'> : ' -,. r- -:- ·,.- . .'. '. .. :.-.. ---· ('· • - - .. l - , __ ~ ..... . ,.- \...:, \ .,/ 
-... 
' 
-
W h i C h i \:/ r· 0 Y} r -: .. :_ : : : S C' J_ -· r , : : : .. _ · · ; :-: (; ~~!. f or .i 11 c l L; a"' -_1_ ~-: .i :_· ·. :. . ~ ~ ~- :._: ·i • • ",. ,-. -, -- ·_ -, : :") - - - i ' ' '"- !, 111· ,• .. ,, 
-- ~ .... ~ ,_ ,,~ • Thj_s g~·L,1es D. ;:~tr·c;:-~~: ·;·:~.-~_c:. c~c·:lci harcl l ii bP c-+L-,Y-'(:,-,...,,'.:·;··}-,ir~.'t.· .-.,,; •· ~. ~·, ,=, _....... J J '-...,., ;.__) ·- ..,, ....._ .r. \,.,>' ~ • · . .-, ·"' '"'-- ... '. { 1,_.' t,_. 
--·· w, '~ '~ Porty.a ,ra l O ~- ( 1 l·1;: Y;(; l r··r· :• ,·~ . . ,-.-:~ ,._L'l""e • ..._ .... t ... ~ - J ,,. .. ..._ .... ,,.. .... ·. . -..,.... .__. ... .... ......... '_.J' . • •• ,,,. • " ~ . ._.. \..., ·"- • I but no or1 e s c e f:"1 s to r 12. \r c !-~ o t t c ed • (Atherton, p.51) 
Robert Boyle, himself greatly influenced by Atherton•s 
work, is more definite i11 his assessr:1e11t: 
·Byron ••• vrrote poems, li1·:e this one which Little Cha~dlcr ad~:ires be Call s e i t -j_ s s O r ~ j C 1 L: ~ : C ~ -. :L ./ . : t 
... 
· s al i..1 1 
~· • .i.. • -. r· · ·1 l s o , ·G _,.1 o 11 {; tJ. J_ 1 L, L, .l c~ ,..,. ri ti?-. :-.J _,_ e :r" cannot perceive tt~e f'act, a rotten 
' 
I, 
I 
I 
i 
I 
l 
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poem, slimy with eighteenth-century 
clich~s, sodden with self-cor:sctous 
t t . l . ' - . ., . • .. S en 
-i, rn e ·11 n. 1 1, n "\·"') ·1 c· 1 r_. , , -- .~ -, , t , i 1 ·..--, ~-... o .. ,  
l \.. ; f - .. .... .,.., ..... ~ .. , _ _J; -.. "'' :.. • (' ~ ~ ' - ...... .Jo.~ _... - -. - - -
rhytn 'rri ( r:, Q1r l e "['t C; (\ ) 
lif. .i. . .,,, ... , ........ , .... -,. ~"/ _., 
~t Chandler not only fails to perceive the inadequacies 
of the Byron poem; he wishes he could e~ulate lt. 
• !! t1ere, 
at last,is the way out of the trap: 
He pau.sed. I-re .t:'" e 1 t t' i'1 A r-- '1·1: ,, t km, 
. l .. . '---· ... . ' " . • 
... f th 1 t • • • • • C" '"'> , , ~ I'-,· 1 ... p 1 ·,- .. ~ ,.., ,~, 0 e V e r u e r_._ _ O :. J. L • ~ : . . . ~- • . (,.., • : t ~ 
room. r ' 01-·l ~ ·~ f".'') l "' i ·,· (' i r·"' 1 ' . : ,: - • . . ' ,...,._ f r, . f. I' I - ' , _ I ' l ~ • •. • ' ~ - . - ,. • • "'° • ....... • ' . - f I .... - ', • Col) l'J".' 1--. e .,:_ r··- ,,--. , ··_·,: ,;, .. ·; : ; - -
r r I - J I ( I ' ' I ( I • • ., ~' ' .. 
. ' . . . ' ~· ·- _. ' . ' .. / -- -- .. . ,, ~-
t .. -,. .. ..., , ..... e X' D_Yl es s -;- ~ ·, r, -~, 1-:'. I ,"=• ,·· " ' f', ' • .. r-, • 
- - ~ J. ... '..,. -· ' •• ·- -- .,__, ........ \....... • ,.._) -- ' ... _..,;· -
,., 
soul in verse? (95) 
' . 
I •, l ...... 
; ~ ~ 
We may excuse Byron for writinc; such a horrlble poem 
Sl
. nee he T~ras only t,.1elve Y-earr:::· ol r~ a"... t'.h,~. f·: -~r. 
,,. ... - ._, - V C I., ~ ••. __ , - . • • • ' 
what are we to make of Little Cha?:dler•s ad:-:;trat:or; of 
it. Little Chandler is not 
and, by his own evaluation, 11 j tis t at 
t."'\ __ . e :_ -_ ... r. . .,__ ~-- - ·--· ... _ ,,, .. _ -, \t ·-o r , ...  · , , " • • , · - ,, - " 
• ii ,;,. ...,._ Vi•,, * '""',/ ,,. r, ., 
·t. ·-· -~ r- re ";,Q,, 'r- 1,': o !I 
....,,, .. 111! ' ../ ·-e'if" ...... _ fl\ "' ._,,. _:,.. ,t .__ 
maturity 11 (8J). And so, Little Chandlcr•s character 
begins to clartfy, and with it a theme Joyce wtll use 
many times again. 
the story. 
Four levels of artistic awareness arc imnlied within 
.. 
The f i.rst level belongs to Li. t tlc Char:·i 2 •::r-, 
and we can see the significance of his occupation: 
is a scribe; 11· ke Farr i 11g,· ton 1·_ n '' r -0' __ , .,.--: ... ri. __ .,.,_. 'r\a ,., tr- 11 
_, _ • A, ' ._ V - LI, <> • L, ,_, « !cd"'C. A !OJ 1 
days are spent copying words originally 
his 
other people. 
him· 
' 
And, thus, no creativity is reaL:ired 
.. or 
from one paper to another. 
he merely.transfers words, as exactly as he can, 
awareness belongs to Gallaher: 
The seco:r.d lt:vcl of artistic 
he is a iourna1;~t· v - ... ..., ..... ..._ I his 
•• 
job requires a certain small degree of artistry. 
But, 
he copies other people's liveG; 
h~s ~ob is to transcribe V 
rather than to create. 
happen and, ideally, exactly as they happe!"., wi th r.o 
regard f'or the universal which :::a:: w1d er 11 e the actual. 
The third level of artistic av.-arer:ei;s t'eJ.or:.·:s to the 
twelve-year-old Byron; 
which is artistically poor. 
that the individual case may have univer~al s~~nificance 
which can be relayed through verse, 
ability to successfully relay tt is not; 
is the level so admired anrl 
Chandler. 
The fourth level of artistic awarc~cs~ 
belongs, of' course, to the r:ia turc !-3yron, 
himself', and to all other truly 
~o io .. "c 0 l., . u ) 'j " ·~ . 
.. 
e~ble Chandler to break the bonds 
And 
1
• t 1· S th1· S level, 1· f he- '·'ere.a J-0 ~ ... ;-;::i i r it t,r},~; .r..~" ·,~a:ul·d 
""' - L• < ... l.~ \..' '-"" -·· ,. .. • t I • • • •. l,..,. • • 1 • _ . . . 
and intellectual Dublin in which . ne .. : ,.., en t 7"'8·-· n Y""l.nri 
~.. 0e.) .. ... • . • - L, I,,,)·\.:,, - . • 
... ... 
Little Chandler will never reach the 
artistic awareness because he cannot 
third level; 
he cannot co-nc0 i 1 re--· of' an·v·th; ,.,c:rm ., ·ore 
- - - ... - .,, .....,. ·-· ~ ... .. .... ~ • " - jj ·t.:-, • 
artistically perfect than the early 
A.nd so, 
Little Chandler's plight is made clear; 
he 'ti i. l l ?: r·: ·v er 
f'ind the solution to the problems which hold 
intellectual Dubliner because he cat:::ot even understand 
the nature of' the problems which 
and 
immediately following this clarification of his characte:r, 
~ .. , ........ _-,,,,.,. ____ _ 
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Little Chandler performs his single critical act 
within the story. 
The balance which had been created betwee;; Little 
Chandler's calm, proper, everday personality and the 
dark forces within him, which '.:21J.aher•s exotic stories 
had helped to conjure up, is 
the crying of the child, and Li. t tle C!:ar:d ler co:7rlctcly 
loses control for, perhaps, the first time in l1ts life: 
It was useless, useless! He was 
a pr i s on e r1 f' o :r-i J t f' c\ . : '. ; s a r" ~:-: s 
t 
'V') em 111 p rl i•T 1 i- }-, ::; ·,1 ~ ,- r, Y• :·, ., •. (; ,.. 1 .• (; r~; ('"'. ..,-. 1 \f l. - I . • _., _ __, ~ ,_ • • . ._, • • --- ,. . _. ~. . ~ - . . , ,_, , .. ,. ·c • • • , ··~· .. ~ .._ .J 
ber1d j_ nc to t}~ C C :. ; Jr_: r 8 
Sh O V. t e d_ : - - iS t Or) ! ( S) 5 ) •_,....,, ,-. r, ,-- ............ ,,..,._ ) ,... ~ l , -• , ' ,. 19 .... -.,,,,..-4 ............ -:,..,~ ., .. .. \..... 'l 
The strength of his own shout, the subsequent screaming 
Of the child,and its sobs, piteous 
return Little Chandler from the ani~al 
him function, once more, as the very human person which 
he normally is: 
He looked at the contracted and 
•• ,..., ,..,, l' ··1,, ' quiver 1 ng I a.cc o: \:r: c er~:.-·,~ a11a 
began to be 2.lar·~'.cc:. : :c cc,;_:; ted 
And as Annie bursts in, Little Chandler reverts to the 
childish state in which we have seen !11::; soond so much 
.. 
of his time. He attempts to excuse hi~self: 
--rt•s nothing Annie ••• it's 
nothing .••• He began to cry ••• (96) 
' l 
t 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
. '-
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And in the face of her accusation, t1nable to confront the eyes, which not so very lone ago seemed so cold and passionless, he is reduced to u.nintelli.i·~:.~t-le ::;tamrrkering: 
-- It's nothin~ •••• He .•• be begE1n to er':/. • • • I cou ld_r: 1 t ••. I dicl11 1 t do ar1ything •••• \.fhat? (96) 
I cannot explain Cha11d.ler•s 11 \.fhat" at t!:.e cr:ci of this quotation except, possibly, as a rather feeble .. J. ... """' -- o··  t ;> I\ - ,. _ .. - : !' ~ V ~,~ '::.-,~ !' .. ,. 
_.,. . 
.. to re-establish comm1Jni cat Lor: ,.r~ th Jl .. r1nie, but: 
G . . } ~ t } . . 1 Vl Y) r.r no l Ci 8· c·1 . 0 11 rr ~ ('!.~ ..L. .;.(_") ~ " • ,_, , ··'- • .. • • • • 
- • - -begar1 t O l·.ra 11,:: i 1. r) ar:cl cl O\•ft: th 1 . ' ' ' . ld e Yl O 0,...,.1 C ~ c- 1· ·, ·1 ).., n· .... ,·, 0 C , .... ,J. ' • ' ' _,_ ....... ~..) .. ,I • • • ' :, l,... • • '-" • • • t i g 11 t l y • • • • ( s, (:, ) 
But there can be virtually no mi stal-:e about the 
. 1 · cat. on of the t,rords Ann 1· e l 1 c~o ('_"' .. 0 ,... ~~--'I~~ (°iY't ~" 
~;,l }·1 b ba. by. 
1 mp 1 1 
.. . 
.. . 
. ,. -.J i:; • ::- L, ,.,.. ,;J . . . . ; .. , ... "' v •• c 
. • 
--I"1y little man! ~-, Y 11· t t 1_ e·· ~ '1 ·r •r : r- I { \J ,')' ) 1· .... • ... .,c_... - • 1"l ... ~ 1.,...:::"" • '4- ~ \,.. .. 
Little Chandler has lost his pos~'tlo:"- ;is ti1e ::tan in his household, a loss ~1hich is cor::r:il(;tel:/ 
And l. t 1· s the rea11· zat 1· 011 of th i (:' los r, (' o, t 'I'"-', 'l nr:. •,;o ~ ... i") • .. .... .;, V , .., . . "·" ! / _... ; ~-.• l,,_..,., f I • V • • 
every incident v,rhich }1cls led. 1J.p to it, \•1hich elicits the remorse Little Chandler feels. Re-orrc ·-n,!c- a I I . , ··, · 1 i'. . •,. . • 1 . ... .. -" • ., - '-" ,;&,, ,.1.,, . t# _... .... _ V 
-... gnawing, torturing gui 1 t, very mtlcl1 l i l<e S tc: r:1:c?: Dedalus• Agenbite of Inwi.t, but removed fro~ it in its 
aftereffects. One experi. ences ... O r 1" n\tt i,. 
·b· V 1 J..~ '_!.I.., ·.j intellectt1ally accepting an action \•1r1ic~,: ~·::2.1 .e,;_1rry with it torturous guilt. Remorse is an even 
that it implies a sudden realization of the torturous 
,I, 
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guilt at a time when the act cannot be undone. And 
Little Chandler d~oes come to a s1J.rJci 1::!: !~f~(? .. l:zation, a 
moment of awareness, btl. t th i. s 
. t t b 1 t .. 
.,., ...... 1 r \, ~ na~. 1 pr 1 canno e cor:1 p c e occat,. se 1)1 L, v ..... c Jl .u. ....... _ ... , 
seen, has lost the ab:i l:i ty t.o llc:c~o:::c· 
' Ji, 
"" • 9t 
one very crucial area. 
thing he is capable of realtz.ing;: 
his nature, and his . r e ,, e 1"") : ; 1- o r: his lack 
of ability to \'1ri te poctr~'; 
hl. S present d1" sabi li tins· anc:a f'1· n"l 11 ._, },~ .~,.... ~, ...... ,~, .,_, .. ~f-·\-) .,.., -~ r'II - - - ..... \,,;, , . I. l ' ~" • 4' • C4 - :/ , ,. ~ ,; V t c"'-'" M ' • >·_ ~ y " t __ , 
treatment of his son. 
realize, he l. s 1· ..,..... ca na 1) 1.0 o ·r Y • c· "'.) 1 ~ ,..J" ,:, .,,..,,: (:"" • J. .!.. . "-' L ..,.. .. ~ t_...... .. ..... "' .. __ ., " .,. ., .., • -
~ \ 
the poem he aspires to imitate 
that even had he accomplisl1ed. 
,•, t"' 
' -' .. 
·- -
''Ort~!,_"'l":"'-- · "' 
. t . . t':: ~ '-J ' 
·Ft' o a 1 c t) - ..J 1 .. \,.,, e ., " l, ~ ' -~ ·, ... 
r:ot 
~,J. o-.... 1 n J • .. •,, •. - --~ have led merely to ftlrther 
lies the tragedy of 1,ittlc 
And tl,erci n 
who has lived too long \·!·1 thin the intellccttial s:tstem 
lte cannot escape, r1or 
can he realize the nature of the net which holds him. 
j 
l 
I 
' ! 
l 
·,,: 
Chapter V 
"A Little Cloud" is the eighth, and therefore 
central, story in Dubliners, and, in the ltrh: of what 
we have learned, thus far, about Little C~a~dler, the 
1. mportance of the str1lct·lral arr~r.-..-,,.~- -)..-' ... r·,--, '-};,,::,, --· ~ C: ... C...ir. .. ~ . ~-_.;i, ~ ' '-_ ..... "'- , .J ',.,_; • l,.,, •• "\:, 
collection is implied. 
a moment of awareness, but his awareness is he has lost the ability, t hr Ol, r:- k1 ~ o· ~~· ;-i ·,- -. ~ '·t e. a· .,... ~.· ,. •1 r-J b·· · l i· n ""· ... .. ,c,J- _,_ .... ____ ..... 1 • *" '"- _. '""" .-... • "'" Ul .. 
_ • J 
l.. ) 
a.~ 
... , 
caught. And this recognition is one of the ~any 
unifying devices in Du.l;l·i :r~ers. '!'hrOlJ;r-r_~hOi.J t t' r' ·t , r1e , _ _1 ... rs 
seven stories, there is 110 escape from tr~c ~-,:i.~~l1?1f; of 
intellect which Dublin breeds, and yet 
has, or will develop, the ability to recoGnize the 
nature of the trap in whicri he is ei:.s~:rtr'cci. 
The first three stories in the ·oool{ ci1ron1.cle tt1e development of awarer1ess from t}1e naivete of C?1 t lrl11ood 
to a level mature enough to er:ablc: t·r1e individtial to 
understand_ the na t11re of h 1. S e n ~ 'r, ;::. T""' O frl c,. r, t· - • ._. -• • ...__. .... \-_..,. .. ,. ~ l:.,. .. .. • 
for the first seven stories is determined in the r·trst paragraph of "The Sisters 0 : 
Every night as I gazed, t1p at the window T said softly to myself the word_ uaral:1s1. s. 
the VJOrd c·:-:(1~~·:oI~ i·r f.:.C· ~·-·;c·~-~-·: ·:.:.: th ·1 • 1 , 
,.- ' 
• • 
e i,.,ro1-·a. s 1 '"' o,·,, .. y 
• y~ i" ,··, j-. 
~. ·- .;-·, - ••.. 
- •••• 
W 
-
.__ l ! l ... l. \/ 
..__.i .i. ... ~-
-' ·- """ 
., 
.• . .....__...- ,_ ~ ~ • ,r • , ., • But "Vl_._01,1 1· t co1JY_~,r·1r,t_·_·1 :-,., -·--,-. 1: ·., 
.... • __ 
' I y 
.-·""'i. , 1 ; 1 .! f " i !. ,.~ ,._ -+ i' f ~ r.'\ 
• 
..._. 
- ., 4 - ' ,. . --- • • 
.J ......, > > • • ' 
-- •• • • • • ~· ""' • • ,.;; name of some maleficent a~d sinful 
t 
I 
?O 
being. It filled me with fear, 
and yet I lon~ed to be nearer 
to j_ t an.(l to loo1{ 11 r:,or1 its 
deadly work. (19) 
A conscious seeking of the source of fear implies 
an awareness of the possibiJity of beinr: ca·,;;-:!;:: by that 
1 
source, and awareness will be displayed by 
character in the first seven 
speculative awareness of the 
c.- t Q"r; n S u . - ........... . The " .. '• C Ol1 ~ Ll Sea 1 
is 
followed by a more substantial awareness O r •· t'"""·e· , r ,, ii ,.; ' • 
distastefulness of Dublin's anti-intellectualism as 
the boy narrator of "An Encou::tcr 11 admits, to himself, 
his feelings for the very Irish 1·:ahony: 
He ran as if to bring me aid. 
'- -~-~·~ And I was penitent; fort~ heart 1- 1,iac~J r)l1,·~)1r3 /,e .... 1··1 1 c-;::,,c·1·• l - . . Ci. ~ , J C:..l.. i ·- \J. 0 .• -· u '- , I. him a little. (JH) 
And not until "The Dead" will we find as complete self-
awareness of one's role in life as that which the boy in 
11 Araby 11 experiences: 
Gazing tlp into the darkness I 
saw myself as a crr~a t:1.rc: d.ri ven 
and der j_ dee]_ O'\T Vcl!1 j t \r: c'L1·:d ZT,Y· V '-l ,1 
eyes burned with anguish and 
anger. ( 46) 
The first three stories have shown the education of a 
boy, significantly nameless and, therefore, representative 
o:f all boys. And his develop,1:e:1 t of awareness can be 
seen as universal; 
develop the ability to be aware, and it is the society, 
·' 
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as we shall see, which destro:/S the ability. E'veline, 
older and, therefore, ex1Joscrl to 
boys of the first three stories, 
... r ""1•· 1-, • v <., . _,. .. 
.. 
She stood un in a sudden .... i mo,J lse .. of terror. Escaoe! She ... mLtSt escape! (50) 
And yet, the stiflin~ force of the society in which she 
has grown up has taken its toll; she cannot break the 
bonds which hold her close to t• L1 Q S n t' . ·,,.: 1 ·, ., :-- ..... ~ 1•··~ r,:. ' \,.,.., * • ..., - ... ' -., ~ 1111 __ ;) • '!Ir """' C ' 
always known, even though she realizes, fully, ... 11e r .. ; . V• -
entrapment familiarity carries \•Ii ti~ it. And s~:r; is not 
alone in her realization; 
J Race, 11 remains constantly a\-1are of l1is loss e~lc:: as he 
throws away his small fortune: 
He knew that he would re~ret in the m orni 11g b1J. t at 11r·e s e::~ t !-~ e 1 d r, I ' ' -, • 
,-,-. 
Wa S er a O + - . ._ I' 0 f"' r-, ("' ~- ;•• l ') ~·, 0: f:::1 L L, ! . ~-·~ . ,__,. u l__., ' ,'. -- , _ _,,, -· 
-the dart<. st 1_i_rJoJ~ t.r-:c1t ,,·1c·;.lri cover up his folly. (59) 
The more interesting of the ''Two Gallants,• Lenehan is 
also aware of the trap. The irr;agc of 1..1?:concer'rlcd, youth 
vanishes with his audience: 
Now that he was alone his face looked older. t:is r;aiety seemed to forsake him .••• (66) 
His realization of his present place in life and its 
contrast with his ideal is clear: 
This vision made him feel keenly his own poverty of pt.1.rse and 
spirit. He was tired of' knocking 
·~: 
I 
111 
I 
' 
I 
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about, of pu.11 i ng the devi 1 by 
the ta; l, of shifts a!'ld l ?"c trigues. 
He vJOLl ld 1Je tt1i rt~, one 1 r;. 
November. (68) u 
And, yet, Lenehan is moving toward the intellectual 
t paralysis h 
· h t a ... · , ..-. · .... · +- ., w 1c ex en ea exnosure: to,u-1:·1,::, -- c.ne 
• • 
.\ 
mental Dublin, not the physl.cal -- brinf:;s at:,out; ;, is 
" .. . 
awareness lasts for onlv a moment. 
I,· 
House" 
' immediately nrior to our introcL,ct.ior. to the 
\ 
debi li ta ting mental paralysis in w!: i c!: :, 1 t t le Ci:;1~·:ci ler 
l
·s caught, Bob Do~_an ciemonct~ate-~ thP n~ocP~~ a··-~ 
- - . _., . • • • .. ~.;, • . .; v • ....._. :_ ., ,. ·.,.,• -....~ ,,;» ~ . "' 
subjugation of awareness to t:ne fore E'S of society. He 
is well aware of what he is faced with: 
He had a notion that he was being 
had • I
-I e C OU 1 ci 1· '.'"f': ':1 ::~· i r n ~" i r: f' ..,~ ~ .r. ·n .r'1 t"" 
- J • • •• c.. ·, - " - '"· :~ • .. .. • ·' ~ .. .•. ·- ••. -',. u 
talking of the af•'air aJ:d la;;r;f'.ine.(77) 
And yet, he cannot break away from Dublin, even though 
he realizes. that he ts beine trapped: 
He longed to ascend throu~h the 
roof and fly a\·1ay tc a?:oth"':r 
Col,Y"\t.r,r 11.TV)o1~•r, I''.(::·, -;,~r1'' 1.~ ·,·· r.-i,rr.r~ t ..I. J.. '-" - J , < .. ; '-..-• .,._ • , , , .• · • , , , I. .~. , • . .•. , ·• • .• · _.. 
h e a y> a c· r' i r n -+ • i - ; c~ -/· ' l ,• - • • • --- • '. ; ' , ) •r, d· . 
- , -~j .,,. •· ,. • \..._. ' ' • o • ' •/ - •. I ' ~- ' (. "' • ~ . 
Yet ~ f'c)Y'('(::, 'r',1; ('~r·'(',(1 -. : .... ; r,·,.··, <:' ... a1· """S CJ.. • - '-' ' ./ : ' · · ·· '-... • • -··· • • " . •• . . ' • I I . • l.j t..., ,I 
s t e p by s t C r . ·: ' L C : : : ::. ' : :· ' ,. '; J. C face C Q f' ~-, ·j C" {:'>i) .,-1 (.\ ~. ~ r, .-··, ,-, ·,. (' ro • .. ;·'
I....) - • . - ,.) •. ~ • • • 1- I - -.• , ; ·, • •• '· ' ' • . •. 
- . the T·:T a a· a i'.' C' ..)._ ', 'r'°} e· r·_; ' 1 1 ' 0 -,-·, I ·,1 l C"" 
- • , • • • I...) l., C..J. ~ ·.. • l I . • -' • • .. .. • ..;) 
.... di scomf i. t1J.re. ( ?i)) 
The pressures of his busl.ness obligation and his 
obli~tion to honor, coupled with the more tangible 
pressure of Jack Mooney's 
( 79), 
cause Doran to stifle his a~reness and r~sh into the• 
trap. 
•. 
·' 
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If 11 A Little Clo11d 11 had not been written, I think 
the shrinking degree of awareness, o~ tr1c cart of the .. 
major characters, would be easier to spot; . ... S ~ •- ,.,.,,, I I' ' ' ' ' ' " ' . liJJ; 't • ~ !: _. .... lo-~· 
blatant, 11 Cot1n terpa 1~ t.s 11 '.-lOtl 1.d i r;:mec: i ate ly fol lO\tl 
0 The Boarding Hotlse. 11 The rr:ecr·:;_~!. :. c~.:t 1 1Jea ti r:r; the 
mechanical Farrington administc:r·s to r1i.s SC)!: r)CC;'.~r·s at 
the end of the story: 
gains to, should occur. 
show no awareness: 
But 1~arrington•s last words 
--Take that, you little whelp! (109) 
Maria, in 11 Clay, 11 remai21s so ob1i·vious to her situation that she accepts the feeble e:<1-'·la!:atio~~. t:·:a.t ... it was Wrong that tl. me 11 ( 117) ana"' that ""'n•"'.'.\ ~, ~ ~ t· c•1 oa,~,;;. .;l • . 1.,J • ~ '<_,. • • , .~,,J, ,,.:; V . • • W .,_. "'""' 
second·dish; and whe~ she sinGS the wro~r verse of I Dreamt that I Dwelt, "no 
mistake 11 (117). After so many :rears .1.n Ji.1~1:1: C'!'lf! loses the ability to be ai-1are, as !1 r. Duffy, r10 :T.atter f..;~-.at 
some eminent critics may thi~l<, demonstrates. At the 
- end of II A Painftll Case, 11 
awareness of hu.man valu.es by the soun(i of the goocts train: 
It passed slowly ot1t of sight; but still he heard in hjs ea~s the 1 ab or 1- o tJ. s o r C) r~ e o :' t : , c; engine reiterati~g the syllables of her name. (129) 
~- I:f Duffy is to become aware of his role in Mrs. S1n1co•s 
I, 
'I 
11 
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death and accept the value of true ht1man emotion, here 
is the opportunity. B, ) + a C t, ¥'1 e· <' r,., . '. r ,; Q f' ,_, .• ~ J - W . • • _ 4) J.. f ,31 ·l'!. 'l,...,_i- , ~ 
passes out of his hearinf~, he loses, tl·1e a,•,arer~c=sr; wt1i ch 
was so close: 
He t\Tai ted for some mintites 1 . 4- • ... 1 ",, i 1 s t, en 1 nrr • t ~ e c O'.J ... ri r: er1 r ,_, t ' . n O ~1 1 ,r, .c:· • i. .. ' ........ { • • 
' .· 
ne "Y).c- e C -1- l .. ~ ,...., ; 1 ~ .... ""· I I 1 , t ,..._ . , , , I , I -L 
- -'- . / V - t .. / \~,' . _;._ ·-~. - •. '---· • 
Having forsaken the memory of r,trs. Sinico, Dlt1 .. f:t 1•1\ll, 
presumably, return to his sterile, So, ~..,,...,_ ..... ,-, .... : .......... · ... '.··-·,·-. ,""' I l "-• • • ' · f-• i ., · f • t . f -• ..... ~~ ~ r..,........ , ,, __ . ff'..,, ,~ ,_J ·,.,."' . ~ ,-, ',;. -· ·. e<::'- • .. 
If the absence of someth1.11f! can be rarntx"l11 t, t·t·,,e11 l..d • 
stories. The city of Du.bli.!1, the stiflL~~r: Cc,::-c-t:: ,,;e 
have seen in-actior1, is mad.e up, not of' t)liJtlci:.r:[:;;, btat 
of people; and it is these oeonlc whom ~,e meet in .. ,. 
these last s tori. es before "r:I'!·:0. Dc:ac:. 11 Ir:si?1ceri t~l is 
a way of life for these profess~or:al Dubli.~:c·rs; t ,n ~ .. 
response to r,1r. Hynes• horrible, but en1otic>r;.ul, poem, 
11 r1r. Crofton said that it \•1as a vcr)' fine niece of 
" 
writing" ( 148). In conclltSi on to the rerz1.,: r· 
... 
-grotesques in II A Mother, " r,1r. O I t-iadden BLtrl-:e (:i ves 
ironic approval: 
You did the proper thing, Holohan •.•• (163) 
And true human awareness car1not possibly break through 
the hypocrisy which pervades the sermon of Father 
...... 
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Purdon, the 11 spiri tual accountant" ( 189) in •Grace.• 
We e J O Y C e t O e ;- d i'n ' 1-·, 1 l y ;-_ . '(' r ~. • r 1 t ·," 11 ,.-. 'r" '=l rt f.-.. n 4. ,~ (!-_. r • ~· - -- !J..J '•- I •· j •• • • - _. • ) t l ·• . ...,. • • .f • (:, ""-' : ~ V ' ~ 
collection \'1ould chronicle t,i--:c: t;_l ti:::ate ir-~tc1.1r::r~:.rJa.l 
debilitation of the individual by a dominant, r O·""' -... !f ... 
intellectual society anc1 the nr,rof:r:os:s : .... or the patient,• 
the Irish people, would, i 11dcccl, 
But "Grace 11 is not the final story; 
11 The Dead" and, i·1i th i. t , 
in the possibility of the 
Joyce 
from the mental paralysis of the masses. 
sleeps, Gabrl. el Conro1.,' 0 XT';8- r-i PY'!,ce" S t }'j:at ,.,,li, l er,._ "'°":Q·: ot'.,,er .. ~ - "'--,., "" :...- ~- \.,c..,.,. "' • <' . .... .. • '~ • .,. .... ..: 'If 'ii' • .. '"' . J • 
character j_n Dubli nc1,s 
. . th th communion w1. __ e universal aspect of t ~ .. ;. r ·• I\ ... ;.., ... 1 
in DL1bli11er I s, J o~.rce not only points to\t1ard tr1c 
bl f Dubl . tl 1 - . . . h th 1 ... - , ' "' .. ..,.,. ' l :,.-) ('1. 0 ~ •• ' h' t'1 ' . . . . 
pro ems o . . .. 1. or an"' o .c .. f, ... -.-c~.,, .. ,rt H*· .,.c ..... e 
intellect is paralyzed, but also 
~-
to the problems in. terms of 
universal concern. 
a.'""".'("' ! ~ .cit. 
.,I 
Appendtx 
• 
On the third day of De~ernber, 1905, James Joyce 
·s·ent a volume of short st or 1· es , cal 1 ~r1 
-u·· ... , • ~,-., 
1 : ·•·· 1 ·• .,,,. ,.... t·o - ..... _., 'to.wJ' \., ~~ I_. '~ ' " __ ., •• - - ~ 
., V 
publisher Grant Rj_chards, an actio11 l,•1l11c!-: ~·;;1;; to 
precipitate more than 
before culminating in the 
stro~:gle 
., 1 . . . PL>. tJ 1 cat. r o~: ,.rol:1~e-. ' ..... ,..,, .. ""'' , 
in slightly altered form, on June 15, 
alterations in the boo!{ v1ere tl1e add.ittors of 11 'I1,;o 
Gallants II on fi'ebrtJ.ary 22, II ·"• J\ later 
in that year, and urrhe Dead 11 abot1.t 
April 23, 1906, Joyce v1as abot1.t to scrid 0 A Little 
Cloud" to Richards \·1l1en the e;1:t~re ·vo1t1me \,1as ~eti..1rned 
to him for revision. On Jttly ~), 1 r,·.· 0 ,,,,..-- i .. · 0 .. ~ ..... ,-, -. 1'r. t':• .,,.~,~ 
_,,,. ;:-:t, 1 ~ ' ~ ',~ _._; - . ,, 
-
:. 1 ·" ~-. • .• .,, t- e·· "f"'\·. t· ___ jl e J -;·~-""- .. W W 
.;;}. .... W !It 
Richards the volume, which, by now, . 1 . . 1 ?1C .... iJ.ctect 
Ver S l. on of n The S 1· s te~ s 11 a,")r~1· ~ >-1 e-· l-, er,e ... 01~ Q"r' .-:,. ~, 1r1 r-1, \)-. ..,.., ,, "'• n,. 1 - ... '.- L,.... • • • t., ' .• t~ '"_,.,ti •• ~,,.__( --- ,.,., ~-- \.,.. ~ ·""ir.11, t~ 
"A Li· ttle Cloud 11 and exc 11,de-a.~ v eY"t,,, r .-.. 1 · ~ r- t· t, .,., ~· ·1 ..... ' :..A _, , ...., .._J I'";~ ...,--,_ 1 1 \. ,r 1,cfl ., _ _. .... ,._ ~ .J ~<l- 4,} , six 
uses of the word ubloody. 11 
unpublished, the vol1.1me \•1as finally completed i.?1 late 
Joyce's r I 
~---' bpok of poems, Chamber h i c r; r l"" t ~o· 001•• - V .. = ..::, V 
" , .. 
... :~ . hll c:: 1 C 
• .. 'I, ... .., 
' 
print, was pv.bli shecl in that year. As he ,,,as cor:cluding 
Dubliners, Joyce began \•1ork . . 
'tl1C 
rambling novel which he was late Yl f. Q r ('\l,• l' • ·~ *" p ~h 'H' i.. v ,_, ' t ,, . :,,,. <-,, 1 ..._,., ' 
.. , 
, q14 
- ," - , 
arid publish, tn 1916, as 1\ Portrait of· ~ ..... ·~- •, {"-·,._ /'. )r''I ,Ir. .., t·'III i'!-, V • ... , - • .. ...,, \ .. J .... "_:. ·-
Also, in 1914, he finished 
76 
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stage drama, Exiles, published in 1918 with, a rarity 
for Joyce, very little trouhlc. finished by 
1921 and pu bl i shed in 192 2 , and I• i. r:.r: r· .- ·:.:· ;; 'o"i .::d-: e , b0 r-::u ?':. in 
1922 and fin.ally completed and puCl i ;;1 :c,.i ':: 1 ~i J9, co::-pl0te 
the amazingly short list of books on which so great a 
reputation is based. 
I have thought it necessary to sketch the 
publishing history of Joyce's works in order to establish 
the one area of criticism of "A Li.ttlc Cloud" which, I 
think, has been grossly overlooked. 
·r Y1 ~~ ·~ ~ 
,..,.,. .,. *" ,. • -'to, V 
criticism of Joyce, Louis Golding notes the following 
comparison: 
In the character of the minor poet, Tom Cha11dJ_er, 
•t • ,•r,r,, l' , 
• • • 1 1 S CL !. I .~ l C 1_; _ t r: 0 -r.: 
a b 1. t ·t- o Y• r-- :-,, 1 -i ('1 1 1 r. ·,.~, r~ :-• ,, ·, . r··. ·, -- ,-.. ,~, 
-- \_....:.... \.-1 ._ __ t__ '~' ·~·-- •'" '-/. ~.: __ .,._~" .... _, .. _ - t.o 
h ' ' ' . ' . . W O 1 T r--.,-. r-,.. -•- .,._ .•••. '. r-, ·•.- -, •·,• r- .~. ,-,.,,-.··. ·, • •,-~ ,.. __ •;-.11-..· ~--41 Jf·1·-'· ' .. ~~ 1,_.r / 
' J '-"' 0 C. V \J • - _ - ~ ) •J : _ • . • _., • • • 'v -- .. - • • • •.. -~} th 1 l l ~ -· .. ,-, . ' o r 1r r::1 - I r, r-:, , ~ ( 1"' '1 ·-- 1·, .• e pa '-" ,_; J __ . c,. tJ _ ,_, u r) .. ../ .. _,. .... /er T\:T • ( (, 1 .., · ,-, ,.--. 1·,us1c. JO 01n~, p. ~c 
But the comparison between Little Chandler and Stephen 
Dedalus seems to have been lost 1·n ~hP c~;~~0~1 
. .. L .. """' ,1" .A .iJ., .,,.,.,. .... \,.,,,J' \..-• -"2. 
by all but a very few, and no one seems to have bothered 
to explore it. By lookinc: at the publishi11g history, we 
become aware of a very i.mportant 
evaltia ti on 
of the significance of "A Little Clo>J.d" to 
Joyce's work. The story i~as the last one \trri tte11 
before "The Dead"; following that are Portrait, Exiles, 
i 
II 
1 
! 
! 
'. .. 
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Ulysses, and Finne~ans Wake. What we have, therefore, 
in II A Little Clot).d_ 11 . :'I 'f" 
_-A "J 
little man who \vou.ld 1 i. l{e to i·1ri tc 
in a series of fictional l·rorl<s cieal ,,t ;. t ',1 t·_ ;. . ., c ., ' ~ ~- " 'ii 
-~- • :t' • 
the society which breed.s 
face Little Chandler are t}1e same as 
Dedalus will later e~cot1~ter: observing 
the real World- and the C"tJbseque..,1t ·1·, .... ~:1rc-·-···"~].,: ·1: ..... ~ r1• .. • ::) -~ - - •• L_. ~c .. .._., ., 1--...-- t_, 1._..c . - \. ..... .,, ·_ 1 ',d' f 
-,~ ~ . 
' 
11 canned II em o ti 011 • L- 1· t t 1 e C1na"r"'1(11 le.,.... I ~ tr: r- ·1 ;'l .,, .. , c'r C1 1 ~ .. / t,,11 1 ; ch •• .J.. V •••"-'".....,..•.kw• -"" J......_'11!,, J •vi_.. 
"always happened ~1l1en 11c t11ol1.(··}1t~ of li t~e" ( 81), ls 
echoed by Stephen in _A~~-0_1_"r_~1_·c_L_:._t: 
He a_re1'! for)tl1 a p}1r~c(S(: frorr: his tr ea S · 1 ~ e and S DO l,,. P ·i "'- c- 0 r· +- 1 .. .r- t: O • '._. • - ( - '- _,1 .;.. ~ \. '-' •• l, •J , • V ·- ,j -himself: 
-- 1\ eta ,r of cla nnled seabort:e C 1 0 ti. d. S • l, ( 4 2 8 ) ... ~ 
Little Chandler misses the real emotion which he should, 
as a "poet," derive from the scer~e ber:eat1·1 hts 
because he s1).bst.i tlltes hj s si~o2jc<:-1: r', 11 ·~· lj 1 ~ '1'""., C }1 0 1 i r n " ' .. '·" --- .......... ' ' .. - . .... J :, 
might elicit by substi ttJ.tin[~ his storeci-:.ir) pi1ra.se. 
Language, stored i11 em})ty jars, becomes ,,cry stale; 
and stale language, clich~, can ..,, () 
,.. .. · . .,.,;-' . ,....,, ·~· - "'." :,, o-. ., .. .~ 'l )' .. tt: .,,_..,. 'I- , • 
_-1: . ...,, ...... ,.1., • ~ • 
Contrary to Stephen's esthetic theory, a 
good many glaring flaws, static art, as Joyce was well 
aware, is no art at all: the h~tJ)Otenuse of a ri.ght 
triangle, as Lynch is quick to JJoint OLit, cannot compare 
n 
----------~-
·--~-·-
,.. 
.. 
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to the hypotenuse of the Ve11tlS Pra:i:i teles. Dubltners, 
Portrait, Exiles, Ulysses, perhaps 
are kinetic works of art, intended to tet1c:". i~:-.(:: r·--t::::a1:ier 
something abou.t life aricl a1)01J.t 1,11s olace :. !1 ... 
relation to his environment beings 
who share that environment ,,11.th }1.tm. 
will be done, somea.a::l, of the artist 1n Joyce's ;,;or-1,: --
\ 
not in a single work, but in all the r. o· ~. •. ('""' -.-1· , ., •• \..· ' ...,. -~ 
"' 
as Finnegans Wake instructs us, 
--
and \vhen that is done, I shotllcl l1ope to see it 
with a study of Little Chandler·, jo::.:-cc: 1 ~ f'irst p·ortrai t 
of the artist. 
-
e: 
______ ________,.------...---.-ft-·-------.~--·------~- -----
, 
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